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Lot
Title & Description
Number
1

1994 Florence Limited Ed. Walt Disney's Ariel Figurine by Giuseppe Armani - made in Italy #1623/1500 (great condition) {in house
shipping available}

2

Mixed Metal Los Castillo Taxco Mexico Tipping Inlaid Hard Stone Bird Pitcher - 6 1/4" tall, 4 1/2" wide with handle, maker mark on
bottom, {in house shipping available}

3

Franklin Mint Star Trek Starship Enterprise Ship - pewter ships on stands, authorized by Paramount Pictures (one arm of ship has
started to pull away from ship and both arms are bent down) {in house shipping available}

4

Spectacular 1998 Vincent Trabucco Art Glass Paperweight - beautiful detailed floral design on white lace - signed on bottom {in house
shipping available}

5

Mt Washington Peachblow JIP Tulip and Enameled Blue Glass Victorian Vases - 8" rib optic Victorian blue glass vase with black
cartouche enamel decoration surrounding raised gold bird scenic and additional floral decorations, 9" slender tulip lip vase with
classic Mt Washington soft white to blush satin body - in house shipping available

6

Lalique Satin Finish Sparrow and Accented Filicaria vase - 4.5" Filicaria with fern like leaf cuttings in original box and 3" x 4.5" sparrow
(no box) - in house shipping available

7

Steiff Quality European Construction Vintage Mohair Stuffed 3 Piece Showroom Size Deer Family - 36" high buck with head raised and
sewn leather 10 point antler rack, 20" tall momma deer with big eye lashes and head lowered to the side, and 13" fawn with head
raised to nuzzle with momma - European construction, they all have beautiful mohair coats over sturdy frame, tan underbellies and
air brushed spotted coats, leather hooves and glass eyes. They have all the characteristics of Steiff construction with utmost care to
details, but no tags, buttons or other discerning marks - possible custom made for shop display or wealthy youth - red ribbons and
bells around neck - Great quality, charm and design - in house shipping available

8

Hong Kong 2 Finger Bamboo Rattan Dining Room Table With Glass Top & 8 Chairs - Glass top 1/2" X 48" X 90 excellent condition.
chairs 38 1/4" tall, 22 1/2" wide, 21 1/2 deep, seat 17" high plus a 3" cushion, all in excellent condition, and include partial roll of
matching upholstery fabiric {Local pick up only or your shipper picks up and packs}

9

Salvador Dali "La Dance" 1952 Wood Engraving - 16 1/2" x 12" Wood engraving in color after a watercolor on Arches paper
(watermark), Signed in the block. Blindstamp of the editor, Jean Estrade, lower left margin. A special image included in serial sets of
the Divine Comedy. Published in 1964 by Les Editions d'Art Les Heures Claires, Paris. From the collection of the editor, plate signed
with embossed mark, gold lined fabric mat under acrylic in 15.25" x 20.25" sight, 33.5" x 28.5" gilt carved frame

10

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork - 4 point antler entwined with carved creatures. See photos for close up details of
carving and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

11

Vintage Rug - 105" x 71" (worn and needs cleaning, as is) {in house shipping available}

12

3 Sunfest West Palm Beach Framed Posters - 2010 Joseph LaPierre "Joes Boardwalk" framed 36 1/2" X 23 1/2", 2013 Edward
Sanderson framed 30 1/2" X 24 3/4", 2014 April W. Davis "Sundaze" Paradise At Peanut Island. all 3 one money. {local pickup or in
house shipping available with box charge}

13

Persian Cotton, Silk, & Wool Rug - Twinging Floral Decoration with Silk Accents 6'5" x 6'7" (good overall condition) {in house shipping
available}

14

Set Of 4 Hitchcock Black & Tan Thumb Back Arm Chairs - each chair 33" tall, 23 1/2" wide, 17" deep, seat 17 1/2 high. wear on black
{local Pick up only}

15

Jenness Cortez 4 Signed Matted And Framed Lithograph Horse Prints - "Morning Mist" framed 23" X 30", "Yearling Sales" framed 29 1
/2" X 26", "Ruffian" framed 26" X 21 1/2", "Secretariat" framed 26" X 21 1/2" {local pickup or in house shipping with box charge}

16

Pair of Miniature Antique gold on white Satsuma Vases - hand painted familia design gold decoration - 3.5" tall {in house shipping
available}

17

1984 Florence Limited Ed. Walt Disney's Cinderella and the Prince Figurine by Giuseppe Armani - #107C made in Italy #839/1000 with
box and COA (great condition) {in house shipping available}

18

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork "Spiny Lizards" - 4" long See photos for close up details and of the collector living
with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

19

Pair Of Japanese Watercolor On Paper - iconic scenic Southern China water and mountain landsacpes with fishing boats, signed with
calligraphy 20 1/4" X 41 1/2" framed In house shipping available

20

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork "Snakes, Owls & Flora" - 10" X 7 1/2" 4 point antler, entwined with carved
creatures. See photos for close up details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a
kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

21

1992 Florence Limited Ed. Walt Disney's Snow White Figurine by Giuseppe Armani - made in Italy #1451/2000 (great condition) {in
house shipping available}

22

Salvador Dali 1982 The Last Supper Hand Colored Signed Etching #3/225, Magui Publishers - "The Sacrament of the Last Supper par
Salvador Dali, grave par P. B. Spalaikovitch, imprine a l'atelier Giraudon a Nice, rehausse en couleurs par P Devillard, publie par
Magui, France, Aveil 1982" engraved along base of etching, pencil signed, #3/225 with embossed seal, (partially obscured by mat),
pencil signed lower right - some toning, COA tag to back of Magui Pub. - 17.5" x 27.5" image, matted under acrylic in 32" x 40" fancy
silver finish frame - Images International COA letter, COA certificate by Hang-Ups Showroom 8/1/88 listing appraised value at that
time as $7,200.00 - in house shipping available, extra large box, packing charge
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23

Franklin Mint Star Trek Klingon Cruiser Ship - pewter ships on stands, authorized by Paramount Pictures (some paint loss on stand) {in
house shipping available}

24

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork "Standing Bear" - 3 3/4" tall, See photos for close up details and of the collector
living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

25

Emile Bou (1908 - 1989) was active/lived in Algeria, Water Color On Paper "LA Port De La Rochelle" - unframed oil on canvas board
15" x 22' framed 20" x 26" in house shipping available

26

Pair Women's Ted Baker B478 Rowena Sunglasses New Without Tags - Dam brown (slightly bent, otherwise in great condition) {in
house shipping available}

27

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork "Skull & Snakes" - 4 5/8" tall, snakes have glass eyes. See photos for close up details
and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

28

Teak Octagon Table And 2 Odd Chairs - Octagon Table 28" top, 27 1/2" tall, raised turned pedestal base. Victorian Chair carved
mahogany balloon back with needle point seat, 35" tall, 18" wide 15" deep, seat 17 1/2" high. and carved mahogany slat back chair
with spanish paw feet, 44 1/4" tall, 19" wide, 17" deep, seat 18" high. {local pick up only}

29

Pair Of Acylic On Canvas Abstract Landscape Paintings Signed Holbrook - canvas size unframed 12" x 16" framed 13" x 17" painting
with row of bldgs has some paint loss, see photos. In house shipping available

30

Persian 100% Wool Rug - 153" X 122 1/4" {local pick up only or your shipper picks up and packs}

31

Lot Of 5 Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork - Whales, snake, owls, frogs, snake & skull. See photos for close up details
and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

32

Franklin Mint Star Trek Next Generation Romulan War Bird Ship - pewter ship on stand, authorized by Paramount Pictures (great
condition) (in house shipping available)

33

4 Pair of New Without Tags Designer Lulu Guinness Sunglasses - 2 Norah L515 (black & brown), Dara L509 in gunmetal, Bur L513
burgandy wine (all in new condition, many sell for $100 ea. retail) {in house shipping available}

34

2 Royal Doulton Reflections Lady Figurines - Pomenade and Paradisese - 2 Art Deco ladies - 13" Promenade Hn 3072 walking with
afghan and 14" Paradise Hn 3074 with bird landing on finger - in house shipping available

35

Persian 100% Wool Rug - 155 1/2" X 118" (dirty and wear spots) {local pick up only or your shipper picks up and packs}

36

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork " Snake & Lizard In A Tree" - 5" tall on wood plinth. See photos for close up details
and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

37

1995 Florence Limited Ed. Walt Disney's Jasmine and Rajah Figurine by Giuseppe Armani - made in Italy #820/1200 with COA (great
condition) {in house shipping available}

38

Two Paintings J. P. V. Robichon; Unknown - Bobichon unframed 10 3/4" x 16" framed 13 1/2" x 18 1/2" H. Dehaan unframed 12" x
16" framed 15" x 19" In house shipping available

39

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork "Snake, Flora & Lizard" - 5 point antler entwined with carved creatures. See photos
for close up details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in
house shipping available}

40

Franklin Mint Star Trek 25th Anniversary DieCast U.S.S. Enterprise - 1991 Paramount Pictures (great condition, complete) {in house
shipping available}

41

Salvador Dali Printograph with Facsimilie Signatue Lincoln/Dalivision LE of 500 - 27" x 20" image, print signature with embossed
stamp, pencil numbered I 158/500, Visual Art Publisher, Atelier Signature of France, plate destroyed after printing - double matted
under acrylic in 38.5" x 30.5" silver finish frame 1996 COA

42

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork "Pair Of Owls" - 5 1/2" On wood plinth. See photos for close up details and of the
collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

43

Two Frank Walcutt Collage, Paint and Metallic Abstract Panels - Two 59"× 18" antique gold finish frame mixed media panels in fancy
cut double mat under acrylic, layered paper and geometric forms in earth-tone colors with metallic highlights. Frank Walcutt has
been an active painter and multi media artist with a gallery in Deerfield Beach Florida for over 30 years. Local Pick up owner or buyer
arranges third party packing and shipping

44

Women's Ted Baker B500 Tesla Sunglasses New Without Tags - burgundy (in great condition) {in house shipping available}

45

Franklin Mint Star Trek Deep Space 9 Ship - pewter ships on stands, authorized by Paramount Pictures (incomplete with no stand,
great condition) {in house shipping available}

46

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork "Dragon Antler" - 9" wide, 6" tall, entwined with carved creatures. See photos for
close up details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house
shipping available}

47

Salvador Dali Discovery of America by Christopher Columbus 1982 Signed - Color lithograph, printed by Images of Paris 29.5" x 22"
image, pencil signed and numbered 248/300 with Cass Publishing COA on verso, 38.5" x 29.5" simple silver frame

48

Franklin Mint Star Trek Classic Episodes "The City On The Edge of Forever" - 1992 Paramount Pictures (great condition) {in house
shipping available}
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49

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork "Snake & Flora" - 7 1/2" long entwined with carved plants and creatures. See photos
for close up details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in
house shipping available}

50

Franklin Mint Star Trek U.S.S. Enterprise Ship - pewter ship on stand, authorized by Paramount Pictures (great condition) (in house
shipping available)

51

2 Pair of Designer Lulu Guinness Sunglasses New Without Tags - faux tortoise shell Thelma L512 & brown Dara L518 (both in excellent
condition) {in house shipping available}

52

Pair Of Jeanette Dykman Paintings, South Africa 1938-2019 - Both oil on canvas size unframed 23 3/4" x 14 3/4" framed 24" x
15" "Still Life Roses" Jeanette Dykman was a South African Postwar & Contemporary painter who was born in 1938. Jeanette
Dykman's work has been offered at auction multiple times, with realized prices on still life roses up to $355 USD, depending on the
size and medium of the artwork {in house shipping available"

53

Vintage Howard Banjo in Carrying Case - with faux inlay decoration on back {in house shipping available}

54

Pr. Samsung Wireless Audio Multiroom M-7 Speakers WAM750/751 - Sleek Modern Style M7 Triangular Shape with original booklet in house shipping available

55

J. Winthrop Andrews (1879 - 1964) was active/lived in Massachusetts, New York / Bermuda. - oil on canvas unframed 15" x
20" framed 21" x 25" "Boat At Dock" J. Winthrop Andrews was best known as a painter of colorful landscapes and seascapes. The
artist visited Bermuda from about 1910, the same year as his marriage to Alice G. Blaisdell. Andrews' Bermuda paintings include an
oil entitled, Cottage Garden with Flowers, circa 1915. Andrews was a prominent art educator whose work was cited in numerous
teaching periodicals of the time. Historical records list Andrews as the Supervisor of Drawing in Chicopee, Massachusetts and as the
Director of Art for the Yonkers Public School system in New York. Andrews was a member of the Yonkers Municipal Art Commission
and the Eastern Art Association in New Haven, Connecticut. J. W. Andrews exhibited a painting entitled, Autumnal Ash, at the Yonkers
Museum of Science and the Arts in 1934. This exhibition featured many distinguished artists such as Charles Gruppe and Walter
Farndon. Source: The Herald Statesman, April 24, 1934. in house shipping available

56

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork "Snake Ready To Strike" - 2 3/4" tall, 3 1/2" wide. for close up details and See
photos of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

57

Franklin Mint Star Trek Galileo II Shuttlecraft - pewter ship on stand, authorized by Paramount Pictures (great condition) (in house
shipping available)

58

Indonesian Carved Bone Shaman Pipe & Jar Balinese Artwork - 8 3/4" hand carved bone 3 piece pipe, and 6"shin bone and carved
wood frog covered jar. See photos for close up details and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a
kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

59

3 SunFest West Palm Beach Signed And Numbered Framed Lithographs - SunFest 2011 signed in field A E Backus, numbered 350/500
framed 23 1/2" X 26 1/2", 2012 signed Lee Young and numbered 188/500 framed 27" X 37", 2015 signed Sarah LaPierre, numbered
211/500 framed 30 1/2" X 24 1/2". all 3 one money. {local pickup or in house shipping available with box charge}

60

Star Trek Lot - incl. 12" tall framed holograms of U.S.S. Enterprise, Delta Flyer Christmas ornament (untested), limited ed. 1994
Rawcliffe Star Trek Generations Solid Pewter Captain Kirk and Jean Luc Picard figures on base #1496/4500, Franklin Mint Romulan
Bird of Prey (no base, broken off in ship) {in house shipping available}

61

Floridian Artist Su Daitch 2005 Acrylic On Canvas "Happy House" #32 - 16" X 20" stretched canvas painted edges no frame. {local pick
up or in house shipping available with box charg

62

Tray Lot of Shabby Chic Wall Shelf, Antique Hinges, Lock Escutcheon Plates, and Other Hardware - solid metal fixtures with layers of
old paint and shabby chic metal wall shelf with vintage layered paint texture

63

Vintage Dazey Glass Butter Churn & Baby Bottle Sterlizer - #40 glass Dazey hand crank butter churn & Hankscraft baby bottle sterilizer
unused with orig. tag, The Hygeia nursing bottle & Nursmatic baby bottle {in house shipping available}

64

Dr Charles Hendee Smith 1876-1968 "Limekiln Creek ALC, Adirondacks NY" Oil on Board Painting - winding stream amidst golden
banks and forests of pine, spruce and early autumn deciduous accents, canoe-ers in foreground, Back verse and dedication of gift,
painted in 1951 and presented 1961 - unframed 19 1/2" x 18" framed 23" x 21 1/2" in house shipping available

65

Floridian Artist Su Daitch 2005 Acrylic On Canvas "XOX" #220 - 18" X 24" stretched canvas painted edges no frame. {local pick up or in
house shipping available with box charge}

66

Burnett Parisian Street Scene - oil on stretched canvas 36" X 48" framed 41" X 53" {local pick up only}

67

2 Mid Century Desk Lamps - both metal adjustable neck with cone shade & 11" tall {in house shipping available}

68

Capiz Shell Hanging Swag Light - hangs 36" long x 14" diameter (missing shells, see photos) {in house shipping available}

69

A signed original oil on canvas by Luiolini. - Still life floral on stretched canvas 24" X 20", framed 30 1/4" X 26 1/4". {in house shipping
available with box charge}

70

Signed William Shanter Photograph w/ COA - 8'10 photo signed with blue marker in 18" tall frame with certificate of authenticity on
back (photo & signature have significant fading) {in house shipping available}

71

Aesthetic Movement Ebonized Wall Shelf And Modern Lovers Ceramic Statue - shelf 10" high, 7" deep, 24 1/2" wide, with center
drawer, Ceramic statue 17" tll. one money. {in house shipping available}
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72

Floridian Artist Su Daitch Acrylic On Canvas 2009 "LOVE" - 23" X 23" stretched canvas painted edges no frame. {local pick up or in
house shipping available with box charge}

73

Steel Cut Work Wall Art Of Native American in Regalia - 48" x 35" steel cutwork 3/4 portrait of Native American in horned headdress
with arms outstretched, flowing drip patina of browns and bronze Superb image and condition, only a couple small scratches to
finish, see photos for details - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

74

Floridian Artist Su Daitch Acrylic On Canvas # 3 "Doodlebops" 2008 - 36" X 36" stretched canvas painted edges no frame. {local pick
up or in house shipping available with box charge}

75

William Shatner Autographed Event Poster & Newspaper Wall Plaque - 20" plaque of 1995 event starring William Shatner signed in
black sharpie under epoxy & newspaper article titled "Trek, The Healthy Addiction" {in house shipping available}

76

"Philonese Laughing" Bas Relief Leather Half Portrait by R.P. Kidd - Robert Pace Kidd is renowned internationally for his unique artistic
sculptural leatherwork paintings hand worked, embossed and painted with traditional and uniquely designed saddlery tools and
techniques. Commissioned works for Larry Hagman, Ronald Reagan, large scale murals and other public works are part of his
raisonne, with numerous wins and high honors at juried shows. painted and embossed leather half poirtrait of smiling woman in
Southwestern garb, with info card and hand written letter by Mr Kidd explaining his work and composition on this piece to first
owner, 23.5" x 17.5" sight in 33" × 27" leather wrap built in mat frame - in house shipping available, boxing charge

77

Brass Finish Glass Caged Chandelier - 6 candelabra light center hanging in stylized glass side cage - hangs 34" x 19" square {local pick
up only}

78

3 Pcs Golfer Photo Montage Art - Nicklaus, Stewart and Casper - Jack Nicklaus limited edition 118 of 1000 pencil signed by Arthur
Douglas in double mat frame with picture box cut out for metaltag, photo of Payne Stewart hitting ball out of sandtrap, momtage
picturebox fram e cot outs for image, info, "Payne Steward US Open Champion 1991 1999 and Brass plaque facsimile of his signature,
and shadow box frame with black and whitephoto of Billy Casper putting with singed putter head - local pick up only or buyer
arranges third party packing and shipping

79

Limited Ed. Star Trek VI James T. Kirk Signed William Shatner Photo Plaque with COA - #1145/2500 1991 Paramount Pictures with
certificate of authenticity on back - 15" tall {in house shipping available}

80

Stephen White (Born 1939) active North Carolina Wood Block Print "Two Ladies" 1975 2- 83/200 - Stephen White, a North Carolina
painter, was initially inspired to paint female figures by a favorite model, Marian. She left such an impression on Stephen that he has
created a career for himself by continuing to paint stylized figures based on Marian. His work has a distinct quality, making it
universally recognizable. Whether working on wood panels, wood boxes, or glass, he begins with a quick sketch, primarily to indicate
the position of the texture, which is applied next. Clear acrylic is used to achieve the texture found in the hair and headpieces of his
female figures. After the faces are painted in and a bit of color added, the gold is applied. Stephen uses the Byzantine technique of
applying pure gold leaf in sheets to his painted figures, creating the images of beauty that we have come to know as "Stephen's
ladies. {in house shipping available}

81

Limited Ed. Star Trek VI Spock Signed Leonard Nimoy Photo Wall Plaque w/ COA - #2329/2500 1991 Paramount Pictures with
certificate of authenticity on back - 15" tall {in house shipping available}

82

Walter (Walt) Leonard Dehner (Born 1898) active New York, Ohio, Kansas / Puerto Rico - Sight 15 1/2" X 19 1/2". framed and matted
25" X 29" water color on paper "Street Market" Walt Dehner was a student of George Bellows, listed artist, born 1898, He was
Director of Art at the University of Puerto Rico from 1928-48, and in 1946, was Artist in Residence at Bowling Green State University
in Ohio. His education included the Universities of Michigan and Illinois, Ohio State, Harvard and Columbia and the Art Students
League in Manhattan, where he was a student of George Bellows. He also studied at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts with
Daniel Garber and Hugh Breckenridge and the Boston Museum School of the Fine Arts.Source:Peter Hastings Falk, Editor, Who Was
Who in American Art Exhibition Record (Museums, Institutions and Awards): Midwestern Artists’ Exhibition, 1923. {in house shipping
available}

83

Yugioh Yu-Gi-Oh! Card Album of 250+ Cards - Mixed lot as found including all sorts of types of rare and holo foil variations - check out
the photos for details - in house shipping availlable in soft fabric zipper holder

84

Limited Ed. Star Trek 25th Anniversary Spock Signed Leonard Nimoy Photo Wall Plaque w/ COA - #1593/2500 1991 Paramount
Pictures with certificate of authenticity on back - 15" tall (signature is significantly faded and barely visible) {in house shipping
available}

85

Bernd Funke (1902-1988) Germany Portrait Of Man With Feathered Hat - oil on board 12" X 9", framed 19" X 17", signed lower left.
{in house shipping available}

86

Limited Ed. Star Trek Spock Signed Leonard Nimoy Photo Wall Plaque w/ COA - #2491/2500 1993 Paramount Pictures with certificate
of authenticity on back - 15" tall (signture is faded) {in house shipping available}

87

Bernd Funke (1902-1988) Germany Portrait Of "Tiroler Bauer" - oil on panel 12" X 9", framed 18 3/4" X 16 1/2". {in house shipping
available}

88

Limited Ed. Star Trek 25th Anniversary Dr. McCoy Signed DeForest Kelley Wall Plaque w/ COA - #615/2500 1991 Paramount Pictures,
no certificate of authenticity - 15" tall {in house shipping available}

89

Bernd Funke (1902-1988) Germany Portrait Of Bearded Man With Feathered Hat - oil on board 9" X 7", framed 17 1/4" X 14 3/4"
signed top left. {in house shipping available}

90

Wood Bowed Psaltery in Wood Carrying Case - like new condition {in house shipping available}

91

Vintage Nichols Stallion 45 Cap Gun - (in good vintage condition) {in house shipping available}

92

Maher Naguib Morcos (Born 1946) Egyptian/American, California "Portrait Of Native American Man" - 35" X 24" oil on stretched
canvas, framed 43" X 31". Maher Morcos is known for Romantic western genre and portrait painting & architecture.
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93

US Civil War Belt & Buckle - brass belt buckle on leather belt (leather as is) {in house shipping available}

94

Unisex Tumi Alpha 3 Leather Bag - many pockets on front and back (great condition except for lining on shoulder pad is detaching) {in
house shipping available}

95

George Caleb Bingham (1811-1879) Civil War Theme Martial Law Engraving by John Sartain, 1872 Published, Geo. Caleb Bingham & Co., Kansas City, Missouri, 1872, expertly etched by Jon Sartain in fine detail from the original
painting by George Caleb Bingham circa 1872, depicting the chaotic scene of families being removed from their homes near the battle
lines in accordance with Thomas Ewing Martial Law General Order 11 before proving their loyalty to Union forces. Full text of the
order printed below the image, titled "Martial Law", Proof in bottom right hand corner - sheet size 31 1/2" x 43", matted under glass
in 37 1/2" x 48" frame - Excellent imagery and overall condition with some mild foxing in border, no tears, rips or creases noticeable,
not examined outside of frame, sold as is.The Missouri-Kansas border region erupted into violence and disorder before and during
the Civil War. Armed Southern sympathizers waged a guerrilla war against the Union forces that were tasked with keeping Missouri
from falling into Confederate hands. Union Brigadier General Thomas Ewing held command of the border region, and in 1863 he
seized artist George Caleb Bingham’s empty Kansas City home to serve as a prison for female relatives of Missouri rebels. The house
tragically collapsed on August 13, 1863, and four of the women being held within perished, an event that fueled the violent raid on
the town of Lawrence, Kansas, by William Quantrill and hundreds of guerrilla fighters only eight days later. In reaction to this event
and many other violent acts taking place along the Missouri/Kansas border, General Ewing issued his infamous General Order No. 11
later that same month. The order mandated that residents of rural areas in Jackson, Cass, Bates, and Vernon Counties in Missouri
leave their homes and report to local military authorities. Citizens who could convince military authorities of their loyalty to the
Union were then permitted to settle within one mile of a military post in Missouri or to relocate to non-border areas of Kansas.
Although he remained loyal to the Union, George Caleb Bingham was an avowed critic of Ewing and filled his painting with depictions
of mayhem caused by the order. While Bingham made his position on Ewing’s action perfectly clear, the exact way he intended
Martial Law to be interpreted by viewers has been debated over the years. George Caleb Bingham is known for his potent images of
American politics, Society and Social Commentary and his works are highly sought after by collectors. A nearly identical version of this
print sold in 2020 for $3,500 at a St Louis Auction. Free local pick up, shipping acceptable if winning bidder arranges third party
shipping and handling

96

Ansonia Mantle Clock - working (some surface scratches in wood) {in house shipping available}

97

US Marine Corp Case XX Knife New in Box - leather sheath (never used) {in house shipping available}

98

1992 Franklin Mint Sterling Silver Star Trek Insignia Collection - complete set with glass door (great condition) {in house shipping
available, due to glass with require art box}

99

Mid Century Modern Japanese Embossed & Woodblock Intaglio Print "Fallen Leaf" by Kazuo Tsuchimochi - great mid-century
aesthetic combining the Japanese tradition of woodblock with intaglio embossed accents by Kazuo Tsuchimochi (Japanese, b. 1930),
"Fallen Leaf", 1966, pencil signed, dated, titled, and numbered 85/210 (15 3/16" x 13 1/2" plate size, 21" x 16" fame size) Local Pick
Up Only

100

Vintage Butterfly Taxidermy Terrarium Under Plexiglass - removable plexiglass cover - 24.75" wide x 9.5" tall x 8" deep (some signs of
age) {local pick up only}

101

48 Libbey Safedge 1964-65 New York World,s Fair Bar Glasses - All in original boxes; 3 sets of 8, No. 148 14oz ice tea glasses with
applied decoration of, Swiss Skyride, Santa Maria, Hall Of Science, Main Hall,New York State Exhibit, Helipost, Monorail, and Dancing
Waters. 3 sets of 8 no. 152 9oz old fashioned glasses with applied decoration of, Swiss Skyride, Santa Maria, Hall Of Science, Main
Hall, New York State Exhibit, Heliport, Monorail, and Dancing Waters. {in house shipping available large box charge}

102

Buck 119 Knife New in Box - leather sheath (never used) {in house shipping available}

103

Framed 1975 Vintage Pandora Signed Artist Proof Print - by artist Barry Windsor-Smith - Gorblimey Press color print with artist proof
seal and orig. signature - frame size: 32.5" square {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

104

2009 Framed J Scott Campbell Hero Initiative Benefit Comic Book - Cover by J. Scott Campbell. Story and Art by Howard Chaykin, Bill
Willingham, David Lloyd, Lowell Francis, Gene Ha, David Lloyd, Arthur Adams, Bill Willingham, and Mark Schultz. Covers by J. Scott
Campbell, and Matt Wagner. 32 pages of great comics-no ads-by an all-star roster of creators {in house shipping available}

105

Vintage Indonesian Hand Carved Burl Wood "Geckos On A Branch" Sculpture Balinese Art - 33" long, 5 1/2" widest, hang horizontal
or vertical. {in house shipping available}

106

Christopher Pardell "Triumphant" Statue from Legends Series - Mato-Tope Four Bears 1991 Mixed Media trademark #750 - 12" tall
incl. marble base (great condition) {in house shipping available}

107

Bronze Riding Cowboy After Frederic Remington - on marble base - 12" tall {in house shipping available}
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108

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Confrontation" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed
on bottom right and signed and titled on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical,
nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her
work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as
the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the
stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her
challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from
artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of
the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual
puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling
necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor,
pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast
Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the
wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an
avid follower of the art world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research
Foundation. {in house shipping available}

109

1920's Leitz Wetzlar Dissection Microscope in Orig. Wood Box - #B458 (no additional lenses) {in house shipping available}

110

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Cottica" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed and
titled on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

111

1890's Danish Bayonet with Sheath - 7.5" blade, #62112 (see photos for condition of blade) {in house shipping available}

112

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Red Like Hebrew" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30"
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

113

AK 47 Bayonet with Sheath - 7.75" blade {in house shipping available}

114

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas "Free Fall" 2003 - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed and
titled on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

115

The Message of The Q'uran 2003 and 3 Vol Paperback Set in hard Sleeve, Translated by Muhammed Asad - Muhammad Asad
Translated and Explained, 2003 Hardback edition ( great eye appeal, with dust jacket, binder separation to front cover) and 3 volume
paperback set in hard sleeve - in house shipping available
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116

Floridian Artist Su Daitch 2005 Acrylic On Canvas "The Pee Wee King" - 23" X 23" stretched canvas painted edges no frame. {local pick
up or in house shipping available with box charge}

117

Rocket Age Chrome & Smoked Lucite Table Lamp - Mid Century Modern chrome and smoked Lucite sputnik lamp with two lite arms
on a chrome rocket ship base. 7" d x 22.5"

118

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "War Survivors" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed
on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals
a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC postWWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

119

Case Lot of Vintage Collectibles, Medals, Pipes and More - Carved wood pipes (Dutch shoe, boot and briarwood), misc sports, foreign
club and military medals, foreign coins, vintage bow ties, copper printing plates of Jesus and young girl portaits, carved wood fabric/
wallpaper pattern stamps, german castle bottle with marble in neck, pocket watches, baby shoes, cloisonne minu horse, unusual
ocular magnifying viewer, msc tie tacs, cufflinks and other oddities

120

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 Diptych ":IN For The Long Haul" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager
Hyman 2 panels each 30" X 24" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical,
nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her
work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as
the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the
stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her
challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from
artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of
the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual
puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling
necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor,
pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast
Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the
wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an
avid follower of the art world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research
Foundation. {in house shipping available}

121

16 3/4" blue Cambridge Everglades Footed Swan Torte Plate - Light blue color in great form - highly sought after Cambridge Glass
Company pattern, In House Shipping available

122

Tray Lot of Vintage Redware Pig Cat, Dog, Bear and Other Figurines, Bookends and More - (most in good condtiion, some signs of age)
in house shipping available

123

8 Elegant Glass and Cut crystal vases and other glass - in house shipping available

124

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Bird Vortex" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed
on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals
a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC postWWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

125

Tray Lot of Crystal Prisms - (some minor signs of age) in house shipping available

126

Tray Lot of Black Cat Redware Figurines, Salt & Peppers, Teapot, Ash tray Cruets and More - (most in good condition, some with
minor chips) in house shipping available
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127

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 Diptych "The Way We Were" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 2
panels each 30" X 22" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish,
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped
by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability
from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall,
Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her
mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human
and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the
art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art,
she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with
a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

128

13 Pcs Heisey Plantations Stemware - 7 Water Goblets and 6 Champagnes/ Tall Sherbets - in house shipping available

129

Tray Lot of Antique German Christmas Ornaments and Decorations Celluloid, Metallic, Paper, and more - in house shipping available

130

Irene Sukle (1945-2008) Ohio Surrealist Artist And Art Teacher - 40" X 30" unframed Oil on stretched canvas unsigned, Sukle had
taught at West Geauga Ohio 42 years Auburn Township Ohio- Irene Sukle, was a West Geauga schools art teacher who created six of
the guitars for the Guitarmania fund-raising project.The guitars she designed were auctioned to benefit the Save the Music
Foundation of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum and United Way Services of Greater Cleveland. Prior to the auctions, they
were enjoyed as public art throughout downtown Cleveland. In 2007, she created two of the pig sculptures on public display
throughout Chinatown and the St. Clair-Superior neighborhood during the Year of the Pig. She also designed a rat this year for the
Chinese Year of the Rat public art project. Sukle painted four ponies for the 2003 "Horse of a Different Color" project to benefit Akron
Children's Hospital. She also worked on various projects for the Dave Thomas Adoption Foundation fundraiser and University
Hospitals of Cleveland. One of the most dynamic pieces of art created by her was putting together branches with a woman's face
painted onto it for the InfiniTree Project at the West Woods Nature Center in Russell Township. The piece is called "Spirit of the
Woods." Sukle was born in Cleveland and graduated from John Adams High School. She received her bachelor's and master's degrees
in art and secondary education from Kent State University. Sukle studied at the Cooper School of Art, the Cleveland Institute of Art
and the Art Institute of Charleston in Charleston, S.C. {in house shipping available}

131

Approx. 120 Marvel & Image Comic Books - Mostly 1990's - incl. X-Men, Warlock, The Incredible Hulk, Swimsuit Special, X-Factor,
Wolverine, Avengers, The Savage Dragon, Spawn, Supreme, Bridage, Pitt, & more {in house shipping available}

132

Life-Like HO Scale Train & Tracks - incl. L&N 6034 locomotive with matching caboose plus 4 Tropicana cars and Santa Fe 7240 caboose
(in decent condition) {in house shipping available}

133

2005 Stieff LE of 500 18" Horse on Wheels Traveller with Box and COA - Limited edition exclusively for The Toy Shoppe #151/500,
Highest quality Steiff construction, mohair and alpaca wool with light dappled paint accents, white sweeping real hair mane, steel
skeletal construction stuffed with excelsior and affixed to steel base with wheels, sturdy box with magnetic close lid and 2005 COA in house shipping available

134

8 Vintage Framed Atlas Maps - 1973 Florida map from National Geographic 24"x36", & 7 Early 20th century Dutch atlas maps by J.B.
Wolters - Asia, North America, Greece & Balkans, Germany, Indonesia, France, & Greece Albania & Turkey 18"x21" {local pick up ony}

135

Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - 7 1/2" double strand bead bracelet with brass spacer bars and sterling beads and clasp, 2 1/2" round
Mexico medallions, 1" round Danecraft picture locket, pair of shrimp earrings, 7 1/2" flat serpentine bracelet (some wear), 4
pendants, pair of parrot enamel earrings, 2 pair of hoop earrings. all one money, {in house shipping available}

136

40 Clock Face Crystals - 33 glass & 7 plastic in various sizes {in house shipping available}

137

Vintage Cypress Garden Water Ski - 54" long, vintage Cypress Garden logos and decoration, "El Bruto" on front - classic Florida history
memento - local pick up only

138

Lot Of 14k & 10K Yellow Gold Stick Pins - 1 14k 0.8 dwt with ring of pearls pin, 5 - 10k gold with carnelian, blk onyx & diamond, and
glass stones. 4.5 dwt. all one money. {in house shipping available}

139

Irene Sukle (1945-2008) Ohio Surrealist Artist And Art Teacher - 30 1/2": X 36 5/8" strap framed Oil on stretched canvas signed lower
right. Sukle had taught at West Geauga Ohio 42 years Auburn Township Ohio- Irene Sukle, was a West Geauga schools art teacher
who created six of the guitars for the Guitarmania fund-raising project.The guitars she designed were auctioned to benefit the Save
the Music Foundation of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum and United Way Services of Greater Cleveland. Prior to the
auctions, they were enjoyed as public art throughout downtown Cleveland. In 2007, she created two of the pig sculptures on public
display throughout Chinatown and the St. Clair-Superior neighborhood during the Year of the Pig. She also designed a rat this year for
the Chinese Year of the Rat public art project. Sukle painted four ponies for the 2003 "Horse of a Different Color" project to benefit
Akron Children's Hospital. She also worked on various projects for the Dave Thomas Adoption Foundation fundraiser and University
Hospitals of Cleveland. One of the most dynamic pieces of art created by her was putting together branches with a woman's face
painted onto it for the InfiniTree Project at the West Woods Nature Center in Russell Township. The piece is called "Spirit of the
Woods." Sukle was born in Cleveland and graduated from John Adams High School. She received her bachelor's and master's degrees
in art and secondary education from Kent State University. Sukle studied at the Cooper School of Art, the Cleveland Institute of Art
and the Art Institute of Charleston in Charleston, S.C. {in house shipping available}

140

4 New with Tags Totes incl. Lily Pulitzer - Coach kaki travel bag, loose Lily "Shaken Up" bag, Lily Pulitzer conch shell tote, & Lily Pulitzer
shell cooler bag {in house shipping available}
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141

14K yellow Gold Chain Link Bracelet With Crecent Moon & Angel Charm - 7 1/4" length, 1.8 dwt. {in house shipping available}

142

Irene Sukle (1945-2008) Ohio Surrealist Artist And Art Teacher - 24" X 36" Oilo on stretched canvas unframed signed lower right.
Sukle had taught at West Geauga Ohio 42 years Auburn Township Ohio- Irene Sukle, was a West Geauga schools art teacher who
created six of the guitars for the Guitarmania fund-raising project.The guitars she designed were auctioned to benefit the Save the
Music Foundation of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum and United Way Services of Greater Cleveland. Prior to the
auctions, they were enjoyed as public art throughout downtown Cleveland. In 2007, she created two of the pig sculptures on public
display throughout Chinatown and the St. Clair-Superior neighborhood during the Year of the Pig. She also designed a rat this year for
the Chinese Year of the Rat public art project. Sukle painted four ponies for the 2003 "Horse of a Different Color" project to benefit
Akron Children's Hospital. She also worked on various projects for the Dave Thomas Adoption Foundation fundraiser and University
Hospitals of Cleveland. One of the most dynamic pieces of art created by her was putting together branches with a woman's face
painted onto it for the InfiniTree Project at the West Woods Nature Center in Russell Township. The piece is called "Spirit of the
Woods." Sukle was born in Cleveland and graduated from John Adams High School. She received her bachelor's and master's degrees
in art and secondary education from Kent State University. Sukle studied at the Cooper School of Art, the Cleveland Institute of Art
and the Art Institute of Charleston in Charleston, S.C. {in house shipping available}

143

Tray Lot of Cuff Links, Tie Tacks, Wade Figurines, Medals and Belt Buckles - valet box of cufflinks and tie clips, misc military, fraternal
and other medals, Jai Lai and Robert's Saddle Soap belt buckles, approx 40 Wade Red Rose miniature circus, safari and wildlife
figurines and more - in house shipping available

144

Authentic Tiffany & Co 925 Silver Sliver 1837 Dog Tag Pendant - With box, pouch and papers. {in house shipping available}

145

Hudson Creek Disney Over the Top "Highway Highjinks" Pewter Statue - Limited Ed. #237/350 (missing Donald Duck) {in house
shipping available}

146

2 Antique Wood Planers - 14" Craftsman 107-37035 planer, 21 1/2" Stanley # 7 planer {local pick up or in house shipping available}

147

Baladna Jewelry 18k (750) Yellow Gold Maltese Cross Pendant And 24" Chain - with Box. {in house shipping available}

148

Large Collection of Federal Reserve Canvas and Other Bank Bags - {in house shipping available}

149

Irene Sukle (1945-2008) Ohio Surrealist Artist And Art Teacher - 24" X 36" Oil on stretched canvas unframed.signed lower right. Sukle
had taught at West Geauga Ohio 42 years Auburn Township Ohio- Irene Sukle, was a West Geauga schools art teacher who created
six of the guitars for the Guitarmania fund-raising project.The guitars she designed were auctioned to benefit the Save the Music
Foundation of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum and United Way Services of Greater Cleveland. Prior to the auctions, they
were enjoyed as public art throughout downtown Cleveland. In 2007, she created two of the pig sculptures on public display
throughout Chinatown and the St. Clair-Superior neighborhood during the Year of the Pig. She also designed a rat this year for the
Chinese Year of the Rat public art project. Sukle painted four ponies for the 2003 "Horse of a Different Color" project to benefit Akron
Children's Hospital. She also worked on various projects for the Dave Thomas Adoption Foundation fundraiser and University
Hospitals of Cleveland. One of the most dynamic pieces of art created by her was putting together branches with a woman's face
painted onto it for the InfiniTree Project at the West Woods Nature Center in Russell Township. The piece is called "Spirit of the
Woods." Sukle was born in Cleveland and graduated from John Adams High School. She received her bachelor's and master's degrees
in art and secondary education from Kent State University. Sukle studied at the Cooper School of Art, the Cleveland Institute of Art
and the Art Institute of Charleston in Charleston, S.C. {in house shipping available}

150

14K Yellow Gold Craftsmith Wedding Band/ Circle Of Life Ring - Made by Craftsmith, size 10 1/4, weight 3.8 {in house shipping
available}

151

Lot of Pocket & Folding Knives - incl. Winchester, Browning, Snap-On, & more - many new in orig. packaging {in house shipping
available}

152

Large Lot of Jewelry Displays and Stands - velvet bracelet displays, necklace hanger and standing displays petite boxes and 200
earring cards, misc tupes fo trays and more - in house shipping available

153

Vintage Creed Sterling Silver Rosery With White Glass Beads - 32" with 6" drop with Crucifix, total 1.520, weight well prayed
condition. {in house shipping available}

154

Fenton Custard Satin Poppies Table Lamp and Other Fenton Glass - Embossed poppy satin custard shade and font (some cracks in
metal foot- see photos), pr of aqua satin lotus candlesticks and blue marbled embossed rose compote - in house shipping available,
large box to protect shade

155

50 pcs Wedgwood American Eagle Rust Red Dinnerware - 8 each coffee and demitasse cups, 7 salad bowls and 5 salad/ dessert pates,
4 dinner plates, cream and covered sugar - local pick up only

156

Vintage Creed Sterling Silver Rosery With Silver Beads - 23" long with 5" drop with Crucifix, weight.780 ozt. {in house shipping
available}

157

2 Un-Framed Burnett Parisian Street Scenes - both oil on stretched canvas one 20" X 24" and one 16" X 20" . both one money. .
{local pickup or in house shipping available with box charge}

158

Sigikid Plush Alligator, Jeremy Spencer Jointed Bear and Wind in The Willows Mr. Badger - 31" Sigikid super cuddly soft plush alligator
/crocodile with paper, cloth and wood tags, 18" Wind in the Willows vintage excelsior stuffed Mr Badger made in England and 1982
Jeremy Spencer Little Folk jointed 28" bear, Tevonshire Devon England with necklace and paper tags - in house shipping available

159

14K Yellow Gold Cut Rope Bracelet - 8 1/2", locking clasp, 3.2 dwt, (in house shipping available}
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160

Approx. 120 1980's-90's Marvel Comics - incl. all the greats - Spiderman, The Fantastic Four, The Hulk, The Avengers, Thor, Cage, &
many more {in house shipping available}

161

Case Lot of Vintage Collectibles - incl. vintage postcards (mostly travel), cap gun key chains, tie clasps, campaign buttons, religious &
other medals, pocket knives, hood ornaments & more {in house shipping available}

162

14K Gold Cross & Eagle Pendant - 14K yellow gold cross with 14K white gold eagle, 1.8 dwt. 1 /8" X 3/4" {in house shipping available}

163

Vintage Towle's Log Cabin Syrup Tins & Banks - 1950's Log Cabin Frontier Inn (dents on the roof), 1979 Log Cabin Syrup bank,
1915 Log Cabin magazine ad., syrup & molasses, & more {in house shipping available}

164

4 String Antique Tenor Banjo/ Banjolin, Ukelele Banjo - You Decide Which! - Early 1900s appearance, deep patinated surface, open
back - unusually small head, not sure exact type, but it's really neat! - Waverly tuner mounts and open back - in house shipping
available

165

Lot Of Baby and Other Gold Jewelry - 1- baby ring 10k yellow gold, 1 baby 10k pendant total 10k 0.3 dwt, 1- 14k yellow gold cross
pendant 0.9 dwt. all one money {in house shipping available}

166

11" Jefferson Woodworking Shaker style Oval Handled Box and lidded box with Handle - beautifully made box with full "Jefferson
Woodworking Maple Falls Wa 98295" oval stamp on base amd handled box of similar size and construction, unmarked - in house
shipping available

167

Hand Carved and Painted Indonesian Mask Wall Hangings - bright colors incl. lizard design on tallest - 40" & 16" tall {in house shipping
available}

168

14k White Gold Diamond Band Ring - 9 channel set square diamonds in 7mm wide white gold band (unmarked but guaranteed to be
14k gold, some mild surface scratches from wear) size: 9 {in house shipping available}

169

"The 36th Poetess" Hirashi Otsuka Signed Serigraph on Silk 166/300 - Like the samurai in many of his paintings on fabric, Hisashi
Otsuka is an artist of remarkable dedication. Schooled in Zen and the martial arts, he has lived and worked by the warrior's code of
discipline and duty. Rooted in Japanese tradition yet adventurous in nature, he is known throughout the world for his boldness of
color and style that mark him as truly unique. 25" x 38.5" sight, bold colors with metallic highlights printed on silk, top grade
serigraph, silk moire matting under acrylic in 36.5" x 50.5" frame, print view immaculate, some minor scuffs to acrylic and frame - in
house shipping available, oversize box charges

170

6 Adjustable Hand Pendant Lamps (3 Amber Barrel and 3 Red and Black Lined Art Glass Shades) - Appear unused, amber set takes
regular bulbs (missing one escutcheon plate), red and black stripe set uses special bulbs (2 included) - in house shipping available

171

14K Yellow Gold 18" Kolokea ID Necklace - ·Kolokea is a valley on Kauai Hawaii· also a female given name, translates to Dorothy. 2.0
dwt {in house shipping available}

172

6" Limited Edition Archie Collectible Bust Statue from Diamond Select Toys 560/600 - Great shape bust of Archie Andrews from the
Archie comic series resting on Riverdale drum base, good original box made in 2006, numbered on box and figure 560 of 600 - in
house shipping available

173

Art Deco Design Chrome Coffee Urn Cream and Sugar and Martini pitcher - Urn cream and sugar by Farberware with Bakelite drop
handles, pitcher style martini/ cocktail shaker with lid and spout cap - in house shipping available

174

14k Gold Emerald Dangle Earrings - 1 1/4" long with great vintage design (3.1 dwt. both earrings) {in house shipping available}

175

Vintage Comics & Beatles Collector Cards - complete set of 1993 Beatles collector cards incl. binder plus all 8 Classic Hits, 1986
Wonder Woman Fantastic first issue, 2 white sealed Superman Adventures Back From the Dead #500 & black sealed #75, 1993 signed
by Weinstein & Starr Star Trek #3584/5000, 1992 Giant Sized 30th Anniversary, 1948 Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse The Miracle Maker
book (some age issues, all the rest in good condition, see photos) {in house shipping available}

176

5 Antique Wood Planers - 9" Fulton planer, 6 1/2" made in USA planer, 6" Stanley No 60 1/2 planer, 7 1/4" Sears 107-37031 red
planer, 7" Craftsman 18737051 all 5 one money {local pick up or in house shipping available}

177

14k Gold Palm Tree Pendant Necklace - synthetic emeralds and diamond in 3/4" tall palm tree on 18" chain ( dwt. both pcs.) {in house
shipping available}

178

The Protectograph Check Writer - by Todd Protectograph Co, Inc. Rochester NY - last patent date 1923 - 18" long, great decorative
office or Steam Punk accent piece - in house shipping available

179

3 Pair of Vintage Snow Shoes - 29" Canadian Faber, 43" & 51" long (all made with sinew & leather) {local pick up or buyer arranges
third party shipping}

180

14k Gold Topaz Vintage Wreath Pin - double row of marquise with petite diamond flower - 1 1/4" diameter (3.4 dwt. incl. stones) {in
house shipping available}

181

Samurai Hirashi Otsuka 178/300 Serigraph on Silk of Miyamoto Musashi - Like the samurai in many of his paintings on fabric, Hisashi
Otsuka is an artist of remarkable dedication. Schooled in Zen and the martial arts, he has lived and worked by the warrior's code of
discipline and duty. Rooted in Japanese tradition yet adventurous in nature, he is known throughout the world for his boldness of
color and style that mark him as truly unique. Otsuka loed this image and produced several versions from close up to full body. This
version is usually listed as Musashi the Master or Musashi the Warrior. 24" x 29" sight, bold colors with metallic highlights, top grade
serigraph printed on silk, silk moire matting under acrylic in 25" x 50" frame, print view immaculate, small area of water spotting to
middle base of silk moire, some frame issues with gold loss to trim - in house shipping available, oversize box charges

182

Brand New Fender Acoustic Classic Design Guitar in Hard Body Carrying Case - model CD-60 serial no: IPS190307874 {in house
shipping available}
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183

Cartier "Love Ring" 18K (750) Yellow Gold - size 5, weight 1.1 dwt. fully marked with fineness and makers hallmarks "LOVE RING"
Created during the 1970's in New York, the LOVE collection remains today an iconic symbol of love that transgresses convention. The
screw motifs, ideal oval shape and undeniable elegance establish the piece as a timeless tribute to passionate romance. no box or
papers {in house shipping available}

184

Vintage 1950-60s Steiff Large Size Mohair Flossy Fish Stuffed Animal - Approx. 6" x 26" Steiff Flossy Fish light tan mohair body
with whimsical mid century painted design accents and pursed lips, perfect Florida beach decor accent - great shape, floppy upper
fin, button in ear but no tag - in house shipping available

185

Marilyn Monroe Collectibles - contemporary purses, postcards, and other chotskies depicting Marilyn Monroe (local pick up only}

186

14k Gold Pierced Earrings - 1 3/4" long (1.6 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

187

2 Goebel Artis Orbis Mucha Limited Ed. Ceramic Plaques - Autumn #4060/5000 with COA & Winter #4717/5000 no COA - both with
orig. boxes ( {in house shipping available}

188

LeRoy Neiman Signed and Framed Exotic-Erotic Ball Litho - 27" × 22" colorful litho of joyous dancer in feathers and jewels from the
Exotic-Erotic Ball San Francisco, bold yellows, blue, green, fuchsia, and purple, hand signed, matted under glass in 45.5" × 40.5"
bronze accented frame - some light foxing to edges, minor issues with black mat - Local Pick up or buyer arranges third party packing
and shipping

189

14k Gold Anklet - yellow gold figure 8 twist with white gold faceted bead - 10" long ( dwt.) {in house shipping available}

190

3 Hand Hewn Wood Bowls - 18" wide tab handled (well used), 14" long oval bowl, & 8" diameter signed 2003 Keith Jones bowl {in
house shipping available}

191

1999 Warner Bros. Studio Store Wonder Woman 12" Figurine with Original Box - mounted on 1/2" tall oval base, she actually stands
12 1/2" tall, great form and details with original box showing only minor wear and edge roughage, figure in mint condition

192

Citrine 14k Gold Post Earrings - 6mmx8mm emerald cut citrine set in 14k {in house shipping available}

193

2 Vintage Japanese Utagawa Hiroshige Woodblock Prints - Utagawa Hiroshige Title:Ômi Province: Lake Biwa, Ishiyama Temple (Ômi,
Biwako, Ishiyamadera), from the series Famous Places in the Sixty-odd Provinces of Japan (original creation date:1853) 14" x 9 1/2"
trimmed aper size and "One Hundred Famous Views of Edo: Dawn in the Yoshiwara" (Meisho Edo hyakkei: Kakuchu shinonome,
original creation date:1857) 13 1/2"x10" paper size- Lake Biwa hing mounted top corners, Dawn is taped at top edge, neither has
publishing marks on edges - in house shipping available

194

5 Boxed Sets of Britains Medieval Knights of Agincourt Hand Painted Collectible Figurines, MIB - crisp hand painted details catch the
action and pageantry of the battle of Agincourt in 1415 through their bold colors and poses, each carefully boxed in beautiful
presentation boxes - 40240mKnights Duelling - Mounted (Earl of Suffolk v Duc de Bourbon), 40394 Sir John Falstaffe English
Mounted, 40395 Robert, Comte de Marie French Mounted, 40239 Knights Duelling - Foot (Sir John Grey v Conte de Vaudemont), and
40396 15th Century Artillery siege engine cannon with 2 crew (2003 only) - in house shipping available

195

Charme Aquamarine & Topaz 10K Yellow Gold Ring - size 10 3/4, Aquamarine 9 X 7 mm, flanked by 2 round cut clear Topaz. 2.6
dwt {In house shipping available}

196

Olive Asselin American Artist Oil on Board "Rocky Coast" Painting - waves crash against rock outcropings under cloudy skies unframed 18" x 22" framed 20 1/2" x 24 1/2" in house shipping available

197

Large Album Full of 500+ Pokemon Cards - Hundreds of cards including Rare Foils, McDonalds Promo Holo Kang 11/12, Pignite 4/12,
and Blitzle 6/12, Plusle XY Training Set 2 Meowth 4/12, Sylveon XY Trainer Kit Eevee 21/30, Snubbull 11/30, Sylveon 15/30, Fletchling
19/30, Noivern XY training set Noibat 23/30 and 12/30, Furfrou 20/30, Pumpkaboo 111/30 and 8/30, Ekans 16/30, Spoink 1/30,
Gourgeist 2/30, Latias XY Half Deck Grovyle 2730, Lombre 6/30 and 21/30, Lotad 23/30, Surskit 16/30 Latias 14/30, Fletchling 4/30,
Tangrowth 2/30 and Tangela 13/30. Sun & Moon Lycanroc training set Rockruff 14/30; Black Star Promo Torchic Holo XY37, Mudkip
XY38 and Pansage BW11, World Championship Decks 2007 Trainer Professor Elm's Training Method 79/101 Uncommon, 2009 Claydol
15/106 bent, 2015 Blastoise 16/101 rare and Articuno 17/108 rare, rest of album as found, full of 500 cards sorted rooughly by type
and card color including 24 holo foil - in house shipping available without binder unless requested

198

10K Yellow Gold Ruby & Diamond Ring - 1.3 dwt, size 7, 3X6mm marquise cut ruby flanked by 2 diamond chips. {in house shipping
available}

199

Peter Nielsen (1873 - 1965) was active/lived in Illinois, California / Denmark. - unframed oil on board 14" x 16" framed 20" x
24" {some paint loss} see photos Painter, muralist. Born in Denmark on April 10, 1873. Nielsen came to the U.S. at age 14 and settled
in Chicago. He studied briefly at the AIC, but was mostly a self-taught artist. In 1925 he moved to Los Angeles and became active in
the local art scene. He remained in the area until his death in Santa Ana on Oct. 24, 1965. His works include landscapes and still lifes.
Exh: AIC, 1920-25; Painters & Sculptors of LA, 1925-37; Calif. Art Club, 1926; Pasadena Art Inst., 1928; Eagle Rock Artists, 1931-32;
Calif. State Fair, 1936; Academy of Western Painters, 1936-37; GGIE, 1939. In: Gardena (CA) High School; Oakland Museum; LACMA;
Fiesta Room of the Biltmore Hotel, LA (mural done with Ejnar Hansen); Adamson House, Malibu (mural). in house shipping available

200

13 Traditions of London Hand Painted Metal Miniature Foot Knights Toy Soldiers, 9 in Original Boxes - painstakingly designed and
painted to catch all the details of the family and geographical crests and armor qualities from the 100 years war of the 14th/15th
century including: K30 Sir John de Grailly (no box), K31 Sir Thomas Dagworth, K32 Sir John Bourchier (both with original boxes), K33
Sir Neel Lorying (no box), K34 Court Jean de Luxembourg, K35 Ralph Lord Stafford, K36 Owen Glendower, K37 Louis De Nevers Count
of Flanders, K38 Sir Rafe Bacey, K 39 Charles de Montmorency constable of France (all with original boxes), K40 Jean de Boucicaut,
K41 Boudouin d' Annequin (both without boxes), and K42 Charles d'Albret Constable of France - in house shipping available

201

10K White Gold Tiger Eye & Diamond Ring - 2.7 dwt, size 6 1/4, 12X15mm cabochon tiger eye, flanked by 6 diamond chips. {In house
shipping available}
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202

Reuben Le Grand Johnston, NY, Virginia, Maryland 1850-1918 "Eastern Shore Maryland Farm" Painting - Eastern Shore Maryland
Farm with flock of sheep aside farm pond, house in distance with steeple of church rising from behind the hill - unframed 16" x
23" framed 23" x 30" American Artist that lived from 1850 (born in Alexandria, Virginia) to 1918 (died in Riverdale, Maryland). He
was a member of Washington Society and a world traveler who studied art in France and Spain." - in house pick up or third party
shipping

203

Brand New in Hard Carrying Case Ibanez Banjo - model #GS191106100 {in house shipping available}

204

10K Yellow Gold Ruby & Diamond Ring - 0.7 dwt, size 6, 6 pedal flower of rubies with center diamond chip. {in house shipping
available}

205

Collection of Hotel Keys incl. Many Vintage - incl. Hotel Victoria Quebec, Holiday Inn San Francisco, The Plains Hotel Wyoming, Wm.
Penn Hotel Pennsylvania, Boatel Boothbay Maine, The Overlook Hotel Colorado, Desert Inn Neveda, & more {in house shipping
available}

206

1963 Sergio Benedetti South American Townscape Oil on Canvas Painting - man with donkey climbs hilly street lined with adobe front
buildings in varied colors with trees in background undner cloudy skies - unframed 20" x 27" framed 25" x 33" in house shipping
available

207

10K Yellow & White Gold Art Nouveau Amethyst Ring - 2.1 dwt, size 5, 10X20mm oval cut amethyst prong set. {in house shipping
available}

208

12 Franklin Library Leather Bound Great Classics Books - Tristam Shandy by Stern, St Augustine Confessions, Aristotle Rhetoric on
Poetics, The Collected Poems W B Yates, John Donne Poems, Plays by Anton Chekhov, Tom Jones by Henry Fielding, The Return of the
Native by Thomas Hardy, Gargantua and Plantagruel by Francois Rabelais, Don Quixote de la Mancha by Cerbantges, Wuthering
Heights by Emily Bronte and the Magic Mountain by Thomas Mann - great cover, some foxing and moisture marks to edges and some
front pages - in house shipping available media mail

209

Humorous "Stoned" Ware Pottery Hanging Fat Cat Statue - 17" tall, 16" wide and deep, amusing "altered state" look to face, swinging
from a cord - artist pottery creation unsigned

210

10K Yellow Gold And Diamond Ring - 19 diamonds prong set in a bypass spray, center diamond marquise cut about 1/16 ct. 2.1 dwt, 6
1/4. {in house shipping available}

211

Mid Century Coffee Table with Glass Insert - great mid century design in great condition 15" tall x 21" wide x 54" long {local pick up or
buyer arranges third party shipping}

212

Vintage Geometric Design Rug - 82.5"x56.5" (worn and needs cleaning, as is) {in house shipping available}

213

14K Yellow Gold Marquise Cut Amethyst & Diamond Ring - 6X14mm marquise cut amethyst., size 7 1/2, 2.9 dwt, {In house shipping
available}

214

Huge Lot of Ethnic Wood Carvings, Bowls, Statues and Other Decor - Balinese bust, ornately carved story panel with deities in forest,
Chinese pieced wood carved pillar covers, African ebony figures, bookends and bust, Peruvian panpipe elders statue, 3 graduated
pillar candle pedestals, cared utensils fo varied origins, Fleur de lis carved folding book stand, fish shape bowl, trays and more {local
pick up only}

215

Indonesian Bone Carvings, Hand Painted Magnets and Other Ethnic Art - incl. 5 bags of hand painted wood fish magnets (approx. 50
per bag), hand woven baskets with carved wood finials, carved bone with animal finials, & more {in house shipping available}

216

Ruby And Diamond Ring Set In 585 (14K) Yellow Gold - 3 emerald cut rubies, and 4 1/32 cut diamonds, size 7, dwt 1.5 {In house
shipping available}

217

Vintage Geometric Tribal Rug - 83"x30" (some wear from use) {in house shipping available}

218

Walt Disney's The Blue Fairy Signed Aquatint Artist's Proof 22/25 Framed Etching - Pencil Signed, AP 22/25 with Embossed Walt
Disney Animation Art seal of the Blue Fairy from Pinocchio - 14"x10" sight (10 1/4" x 8 1/4" plate impression) matted under acrylic in
wide gilded bronze finish 27"x23" frame - some scuff marks to acrylic - in house shipping available

219

14K yellow Gold Amethyst & Opal Ring - 2.3 dwt,size 7,6X12mm marquise cut amethyst surrounded by round opals. {In house
shipping available}

220

Vintage Bokara Rug - 77"x48.5" fine weave (nice condition) {in house shipping available}

221

Retro Mid Century Modern and Pottery, Ceramics and Other Retro Collectibles - Royal Haeger mauve agate bow lamp, 11" Vera Cruz
nautilus shell vase with volcanic white glaze and small red novelty spouted bowl, 3420 USA green on orange drip glaze free form
triangular ash tray, McCoy speckled yellow snack/ sandwich and soup sets for 4 and 2 turtle figurines, 2 white porcelain vases (Royal
Tettau with hourglass neck and raised bubble design base, Rosenthal Bjorn Wiiinblad figural embossed panel), 5 pc rounded boat
shape ceramic nut set, 1957 Brown-Foreman Christmas Greetings pitcher, globe base vase with directional geometric glaze design,
George Briard tile trivet and 2 Stradivarius pens in retro wood display boxes - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping
and handling

222

Sterling Silver Charm Bracelet With 16 Land Mark Charms - including Disney Land, New Mexican, painted desert, petrified forest,
grand canyon, Nevada, S. F. Chinatown, Carlsbad Caverns, and more length 6 1/2", weight1.245 ozt. {in house shipping available}

223

Mid Century and Other Oil on Canvas Portraits Of 3 Women - 1-30" X 20" oil on stretched canvas, framed 33 1/2" X 22 1/4", "Jen #3
Portrait Of Artist" unsigned, 1- 20" X 16" oil on stretched canvas, framed 21 1/2 X 17 1/2", illegible signature "women in regalia" 134" X 25" oil on stretched canvas, framed 34 1/4" X 25 3/4" portrait of a clown signed Wickerson or Nickerson, 64 {local pick up or
box charge to ship}
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224

Art Glass & Depression Glass Lot - hand blown paperweights, hand crafted Daisyglas acrylic with real flowers paperweight, art glass
pumpkin,green Depression uranium glass Floral Poinsettia divided relish plate, reamer, green Eye-winker covered butter, 6 octagon
8" green snack plates, onyx censer carving with foo dog finial (missing one handle ring), & more {local pick up only}

225

Purple Sapphire 10k Gold Ring - emerald cut 13mmx10mm sapphire - size: 6.5 (2.3 dwt. incl. stone) {in house shipping available}

226

Aqua Kitchenaid Professional Model Lift Stand Mixer - incl. 3 mixers model #KG25HOXAQ 525 watts (seldom used) {local pick up only}

227

6 Pcs Orange and Aqua MCM Mid Century Modern Retro Vintage Art Glass Bowls and Vases Incl Blenko - Blenko 6" Aqua flat pulled
rim vase with original label, orange crackle 5 1/2" Bowl, 9" across oval ruffle rim bowl and tri pull novelty bowl, 20" eye shape free
form bowl with ground base, and 9" aqua crackle ewer - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

228

14 K White Gold And Trillion Cut Topaz Flanked by 4 Small Clear Topaz - 1.7 dwt, size 6, {In house shipping available}

229

4 Hand Carved Wood Indonesian Mask Wall Hangings - fun whisical design with fabric covered lizard decoration - tallest is 5 foot {in
house shipping available}

230

Mirror Framed 56" X 38" - 1 inch beveled mirror. gold leaf frame {Local pick up only}

231

Vintage MCM 14K Yellow Gold Nugget Pendant - 2.6 dwt, 1" X 3/4" not marked guaranteed 14k gold {in house shipping available"

232

2 India Ethnic Hand Carved Kama Sutra Wooden Wall Panels - Hardy wood panels carved with varied erotic scenes -1 panel containing
8 scenes, the other 6 - see photos for details each is approx 72" tall x 35" wide {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party
shipping}

233

Pair Of Wicker "Eye" Chairs - resin wicker with orange cushions {Local pick up only}

234

14K Yellow Gold Figaro Bracelet - 7" length, 0.7 dwt, {in house shipping available}

235

Iron Art Dog (Sarah Jean) Free Standing Sign - 44 3/4" 26' cut iron art sign. {in house shipping available HEAVY"

236

Vintage Geometric Design Rug - 60.5"x48" (worn and needs cleaning, as is) {in house shipping available}

237

14K Yellow Gold Wedding Band/ Circle Of Life Ring - size 10 1/2, weight 2.6 dwt {in house shipping available}

238

Vintage Directional Prayer Rug - 68"x38" fine weave (nice condition) {in house shipping available}

239

2 Folding Hand Painted Contemporary Room Divider Screens - canvas over wood with hand painted Grecian design - 72" tall x ea.
panel 18" wide, total 72" (some mild signs of use) {local pick up only}

240

14K Yellow Gold Diamond & Ruby Ring - size 4, 1.5 wt, 5X7mm oval ruby, surrounded by 12 Dimond chips. {In house shipping
available}

241

Joyce Ditz Hen House Poseable 4 ft Tall Huggable Stuffed Bear - Fun accent piece for that country cabin look, or highlight for a kids
room, he stands 48" tall and arms are fully posable, mounted on wood platform for safety, Joyce Ditz Ohio Made Hen House animals
are well respected and collected creations - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

242

Persian 100% Wool Rug - 164" X 124" {local pick up only or your shipper picks up and packs the rug"

243

14K Yellow Gold Opal & Diamond Butterfly Ring - size 7 1/4, 2 teardrop opals make the back wings and 2 diamonds make th front
wings sweet. 1.0 dwt total weight. {in house shipping available}

244

Monopoly Game Table by Franklin Mint - Never Used - lift off glass top with velvet lining center, 4 slide out shelves and orig. game
pieces still in packaging - 32" tall x 21.5" square {Local pick up only}

245

Vintage Pegasus of Crewe Stuffed Rocking Horse on Glider Frame - Antique classic rocking horse of steel frame construction thin
stylized face classic of the Pegasus by Crewe horses - stands about 40" tall, glider base is 48" long - wood hooves mount to glider
base, nice red leather saddle, has as is face harness, soft dark brown body with white mane, over all good condition, one mino rspot
near top of neck - Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping - does not come apart easily

246

Sterling Silver 8 Frog "Can Can" Bracelet - length 7", width 1", weight 1.41 ozt. {in house shipping available}

247

Used Estate Persian 100% Wool Rug - 144" X 102" needs cleaning {local pick up only or your shipper picks up and packs}

248

Vintage OXO Pinball Machine by Williams Electronics with Orig. Instruction Manual & Schematics - Great Graphics, classic design
some paint loss to backglass, AS IS - Not Working and No Key {LOCAL PICK UP ONLY}

249

21K (875) Yellow Gold ID Bracelet - Adjustable size 5 1/5" to 6 1/2", 3.1 dwt, {in house shipping available}
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250

Antique Wood Table with Inlay Decoration - mother of pearl and wood inlay decoration - (some minor stains and scratches from use)
28" tall x 25" square {Local pick up only}

251

2 Hand Painted Wood Man Cave Signs "Used Beer Dept." Pirate's Inn" - 54" X 18" framed wood bathroom directional sign. 15 3/4" X
23 1/2" Pirate's Inn sign{in house shipping available}

252

Vintage 10K Yellow Gold And Diamond Tennis Bracelet - with locking clasp, 7 1/2", 52 diamonds, total weight of bracelet 5.0 dwt. {in
house shipping available}

253

Hartmann "Transit" Rolling Suitcase New with Tag - made for business travel {in house shipping available}

254

Set Of 4 Ikea Snelle Stacking Chairs - White molded seats and gun metal legs. Local pick up only

255

MCM 14K Yellow Gold And Malachite Ring - Size 8, mid century modern design. 5.0 total dwt. [In house shipping available]

256

Free Standing 4 Shelf Etagere - Mirror graduated shelves - local pickup only

257

Unitron 30 X 40 MM Telescope Solid Brass With Table Top And Floor Bases - wood and brass floor base 58 1/2" tall with telescope,
this base will screw apart for shipping to 26" longest piece. one leg has a brass pesentation plaque inscribed "T S Yeiser President
Crestline Plastic Pipe Co. June 5th 1950-Dec 31st 1985. Table top solid brass 17" tall with telescope. {in house shipping available}

258

1940's Trifari Jelly Belly Rooster Brooch - Alfred Philippe design, patent pending (very good condition, no missing stones) (in house
shipping available)

259

3 stack nesting ocassional tables - Largest stands 24" tall, other two slide in as one unit or pull out as individual tables. Slender curving
legs with soft scroll foot - local pick up only

260

Vintage Thoroughbred Hoses Stuffed Rocking Horse on Glider Frame - Stands 40" tall on 48" rockers Made in England by
Thoroughbred Horses, oval tag mounted to glider base - great condition soft blush dark brown hide with white diamond face mark
and ankles, black hair mane, full leather bridle, complete saddle and stirrups - hooves mount flat on sturdy leg supports - Local Pick
up Only or zbuyer Arranges Third Party Packing and Shipping - needs crating, does not come apart easily

261

!4K Yellow Gold & Gemstone "Grandmother " Pendant - 1 /4" X 1 1/2" total dwt. 2.2 . {in house shipping available}

262

Small Oak Desk - 29 1/2" tall, 42 3/4" wide, 31 1/4" deep.

263

Mahogany Silver/ Collection Chest - 35 1/4" tall, 26" wide, 16 3/8" deep. Brass bail hardware, [local pickup only]

264

10K Yellow Gold And Diamond Tennis Bracelet - 7 1/4" long, 51 diamonds, locking clasp. {in house shipping available}

265

Vintage Rug - 71" tall x 19" wide {in house shipping available}

266

Petite Antique Child's Toy Dresser/ Night Table with Chippendale Feet and Eagle Hardware - Chamfer bottom drawers, eagle and flag
embossed oval brass handle plate hardware - Local Pick Up Only

267

14k Gold Tanzanite Dangle Earrings by Le Vian - trillion cut tanzanite with diamond accent - 1" long (1.9 dwt.) {in house shipping
available}

268

Vintage Tea Table with Taj Mahal Brass Inlay - tray lifts off (some minor loss on wood and needs a good cleaning, see photos) 22" tall
x 28.5" wide x 14.5" deep {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

269

2 Vintage Mink & Fox Fur Stoles - gorgeous tourmaline mink & northern light shadow fox cape by Davellin of New York with 2 snap
crocheted closures - size: L chest: 48" length: 26" (gorgeous condition) and palomino mink stole by Christie Bros. - size: L chest: 40",
50" circumference around arms, length: 22" (a little stiff) {in house shipping available}

270

4 US Silver Peace Dollars - 1922-S, 1923-S, and 2 -1923 - in house shipping available

271

Vintage Indonesian Handwoven Ikat Textile - 113"x56" (good overall condition for vintage textile) {in house shipping available}

272

Vintage Mahogany Mink Fur Coat by Steven Corn Furs - with small collar, button at collar & hook and eye closures & velvet lined side
slit pockets, size: L - chest: 46", sleeve from seam: 24", length: 32" (fur is in great condition) {in house shipping available}

273

5 1867 NR Shield Nickel Die Varieties Repunched Dates - A: 1867/67 RPD with Rev Cud XF/A, B: 1867 Major RPD!, C: 1867/67 RPD VF,
D: 1867/1867 RPD with nice luster AU+, and E: 67 AU Major RPD F-28, marked unattributed or uncertain type by collector many
years ago - from estate collection of highly regarded Shield and Three Cent Nickel die variety collector Rick Perry - many of these
coins identified before attributions were formalized, grade and attributions are his opinion, check photos for details, although some
details are difficult to capture with my camera - in house shipping available

274

Black Leather Fringe Jacket by Cripple Creek - size: XL (very good condition) {in house shipping available}

275

3 Vintage Indonesian Handwoven Ikats - Black-and-white 69"x17", black, white, & red 69"x14", & multi-color on black background 70"
x44" (good overall condition for vintage textiles) {in house shipping available}
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276

2 PCGS High Grade Silver Washington Quarters - PR63 1953 and MS66 1966 - in house shipping available

277

Gorgeous Vintage Fox & Mink Fur Coat by Davellin of New York - fox fur sleeves & collar, 3 hook & eye closures, & s flannel lined side
slit pockets size: M - chest: 42", sleeve from seam: 25", length: 35" (fur is in great condition) {in house shipping available}

278

2 Vintage Indonesian Handwoven Ikats - beaded 83"x31" & 81"x33" (good overall condition for vintage textile) {in house shipping
available}

279

10 Walking Liberty Half Dollars - 1940, 1942, 1942-D, 3 -1943, 1943-D, 1944, 1945, and 1947-D- in house shipping available

280

Lovely Vintage Mahogany Mink Stroller Coat by Davellin Banencia of New York - mandarin collar with 5 hook & eye closures, satin
lined side slit pockets, and 3/4 dolman sleeves - size: XL - chest: 48", sleeve neckline: 26", length: 32", waist: 46" (fur is in great
condition) {in house shipping available}

281

2 Women's Black Leather Jackets - Wilson's motorcycle style with removable insulator lining size: small and 2 button blazer size: 38 S
/M {in house shipping available}

282

1904-O High Grade Morgan Silver Dollar - 3,720,000 original mintage

283

Great Vintage Blushed Dyed Pastel Cross Mink Fur Jacket by Davellin of New York - zips up the front with 2 velvet lined side slit
pockets and elastic waist - size: L - chest: 44", sleeve from seam: 24", length: 28" (fur is in great condition) {in house shipping
available}

284

2 Vintage Indonesian Hand Painted Batik Textiles - both 89"x39" (good overall condition for vintage textile) {in house shipping
available}

285

7 Loose Tourmaline Gemstones - incl. 1 bicolor - sizes shown on boxes (see photos) {in house shipping available}

286

Beautiful Vintage Mink & Fox Fur Coat by Davellin of New York - hangs open with velvet lined side slit pockets at the waist and 2 tone
sleeve with mahogany cuff, size: L - chest: 44", sleeve from seam: 23", length: 35" (fur is in great condition) {in house shipping
available}

287

Mid Century Design Koala Cabinets Sewing Station - 30" tall x 17" deep x 23.25" wide - Koala Cabinets Australian Sewing
Station "Treasure Chest #458628" - door and lid open to make great top surface to work and for your machine with multiple drawers
for storage and supplies - high price retail! - local pick up only

288

Pair Of 14K Yellow Gold & Cut Tear Drop Topaz Stud Ear Rings - 4.4 total dwt, 12x16mm topaz tear drop cut. {in house shipping
available}

289

Polished Nickel Floor Lamp with Shelf - with rectangle white shade - 60" tall (good condition) {local pick up only}

290

2 Vintage Persian Bokara Rugs - red background 68"x38" & cream background 76"x50" (worn and needs cleaning, as is) {in house
shipping available

291

3 BU US 1 Troy Oz .999 Silver Eagle Bullion Coins - 2010 and 2 -2016 - In house shipping available

292

Oak Drop front Secratery With Bookcase Top - 75" tall, 34 1/2" wide, 16 1/2" deep. 3 drawer base raised on turned ball and stretcher,
brass tab hardware, pigeon hole desk, 2 leaded glass door top. {local pick up only}

293

Used Persian Bokara 100% Wool Rug - 105" X 73" {local pick up or your shipper picks up and packs}

294

Vintage Mexican Sterling & 10k Gold Belt Buckle Signed ACL - with geometric design (wear in design or mild dents from age) 1 3/4"
long x 1 5/16" wide (0.95 troy oz.) {in house shipping available}

295

3 Tier Cart of As IS GI Joe and Cobra Action Figure Vehicles, Stations and Helipads - vintage jets and boats, rafts, armored vehicles and
assorted other vehicles, station house with cell room and desks, other basic platform and station pieces, weapons and accessories
- great parts lots, most close to complete - local pick up only

296

Three Tier Cart of Porcelain, Glass and Other Treasures - Elegant china, floral decorated fruit and other serving bowls, platters and
numerous plates, portrait, blue and white, Neoclassical, Niagra Falls Souvenir and Art Deco decorated plates, 5 vintage teapots, Royal
Doulton and other teacups and saucers, Royal Albert floral mugs, early 1900s and other demitasse cups, Capodimonte and carved
wood vases, misc animal and other figurines, novelty shakers and mustards, Russel Wright design and anodized aluminum retro
plates, 7 Royal Doulton picture and Valentines plates, Rosenthal and Lenox specialty vases, ribbed yellow mixing bowl, Jonson Bros
Provincial and Nord Orchies Dentelle plate sets, ocal wood zebra bowl, reeded tray, 2 boxed sets of 4 each Paradise Cased Glassware
colored martini glasses by Century, delphite cherry blossom plate, Fostoria Swirl creamer, bubble depression glass blue cups,
Manhattan sugar, 4 Iris and herringbone fruit bowls, Fry opal ovenglass 2 rectangular bakers and loaf pan, covered square
refrigerator boxes and 2 custard cups (all with rim chips), opaline painted castor set bottles, paperweight, 3 art glass bottle vases,
Northwood green carnival glass wild rose footed bowl and more - see full picture gallery - contents only, Local Pick Up Only

297

2 High Grade Morgan Silver Dollars - 1882-O and 1900 - Great Brilliant Luster, Sharp details, minor bag marks, surface rubs - - in
house shipping available

298

Vintage Surf Board Shaped Coffee Table - 6 foot long x 18" wide x 14" tall (good overall condition) {local pick up or buyer arranges
third party shipping}
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299

Jewelry Armoire Chest - 7 drawer & batwing top on bottom doors with shelves - 43" tall x 15.25" wide x 13.25" deep (some scratches
and discoloration in wood stain) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

300

4 1863 Civil War Tokens - 1863 Marshall, MI C.M Brewer with Liberty portrait M1610B01a (well worn), F Gies & Bro's Fire and Waerproof Roofing with Indian Head Portait Detroit 225AG-1a, and 2 Oswego NY ML Marshall with Fish/ Toys, Fnacy Goods , Fishing Tackle
and Rare Coins (strail lettering on back) - in house shipping available

301

Mahogany Drop Front Secratary With 2 Glass Door Top & Open Pediment Crest. - 79" tall, 32" wide, 16" deep desk has pigeon hole
interior, 3 drawer base raised on ball and claw front legs, top has glass shelves & light.with key that fits top and desk some damage
to fretwork (see photos}

302

100% Wool Rug and Colonial Tapestry - 48" x 28" finely knotted wool rug on wool warp with reinforced edge and kilim band and 50" x
40" Colonial harbor svene tapestry with wide fabric loops for hanging - in house shipping available

303

12 Estate Sterling Silver Rings - incl. gemstone, diamond chips, amber, & more (various sizes) {in house shipping available}

304

Limited Ed. Framed 1995 King Features Syndicate Flash Gordon 32 cent stamp and Lithograph - print edition 76 incl. comic bio - 13.5"
tall {in house shipping available}

305

14 Wavyrn Standard and 4 Reeves International Hand Painted Metal Miniature Medieval Knight Figures - Hand painted 54mm 1/32
scale Reeves International Armies of Crecy (1346) and Poitiers (1356) ACP figures in original packs with Walt Disney Company Labels
(ACP 2 Henry Plantagenet Earl of Derby Duck of Lancaster KG, ACP 8 King Jean (the :Good:) of France, and ACP 10 Charles de
Montmerency, Constable of France at Crecy) plus SQH Scottish Regiments Military Bandsman of the Queens own Highlanders, 14
Wavyrn Standard figures (8 with boxes) of same era - WS5 John, Lord Lisle, WS7 John Delves of Doddington, WS8 Jean Rabache de
Hangest, WS10 Boudouin Delens, Sieur d' Annequin, WS11 Ralph, Lord Strattford, WS14 Renaud, Le seigneur de Pons, WS20 Arnaut,
Marshall d' Audrehem and WS21 Reginald Lord Cobham with boxes, WS6, WS16,WS18, WS22 and WS30 A&B without boxes - in
house shipping available

306

5 1867/67 NR Shield Nickel Die Varieties - A: 1867/18 RPD unattributed Choice VF, B: 1867 RPD & Motto Double Unlisted AU, C: 67
/67 AU RPD Unattributed, D: RPD Unknown - F15? F+/VF, E: 1867/67 RPD Unattributed VF, - from estate collection of highly regarded
Shield and Three Cent Nickel die variety collector Rick Perry - many of these coins identified before attributions were formalized,
grade and attributions are his opinion, check photos for details, although some details are difficult to capture with my camera -in
house shipping available

307

D. Tonlinson Currier's Knife Patented July 6, 1820. Replaceable Blades Model - Daniel Tomlinson of Brookfield Conn. patented this in
1820. This is a very early patent as all patents go. Most every patent prior to the fire in December of 1836 was lost. The most
desirable model is this one with two split body halves screwed together to hold the blades which are easily replaceable. Slotted nuts
hold both handles, and also can be removed for cleaning the cast iron body. The purpose of this tool is to level and shave down the
leather to the desired thickness. The sharpened edges of the blades are "turned" like a cabinetmaker's scraper. {local pick up or in
house shipping available}

308

Misc Yugioh Yu-Gi-Oh! Card Deck, Boxes, and Accessories - Starter Deck Yugi Reloaded in sealed unopened box, Shoen Jump Super
Starter Space-Time Showdown open box but sealed deck, Zexal Collection tin box deck (opened, seal broke, looks like full deck but
may have been gone through), storage box, several beginners guides, rule books and playing fields, some played with cards and more
- see photos for details {in house shipping available}

309

3 1868/Rev 68 Shield Nickel Die Varieties incl "2-Fers" and Other Rarities - F-108 DDO V.1 1 Broken Letter XF, Variety 2 FS-902, FS 906
Steptail Reverse/ DDO S2-1021 - from estate collection of highly regarded Shield and Three Cent Nickel die variety collector Rick Perry
- many of these coins identified before attributions were formalized, grade and attributions are his opinion, check photos for details,
although some details are difficult to capture with my camera -in house shipping available

310

Cadillac Vintage Chrome Wreath Emblems and Assorted Came Plates - vintage Cadillac car insignia - 2 Sedan de Ville, Brougham,
Fleetwood, 2 Elegance, and Eldorado emblem name plates, V-8, and 11 wreath emblems in varied sizes - in house shipping available

311

Selma L Wagner Hand Painted Box and Tin and Pyrographic Box - 10.5" x 15.5" x 2.5" box with hand painted homage to Currier and
Ives signed and dated 1955, 5" x 7.5" toleware oval vessel signed and dated 1953, and early 1900s unsigned letter box with
pyrographic holly decoration (2 old letters inside)

312

4 US Silver Peace Dollars - 1922, 1922-D, 1922-S and 1923 - in house shipping available

313

2 Scales and Weights and Measures Chart - The Viking Hanson Texas Cotton Scale Model 8916 Northbrook Ill 160 lb capacity and
Ohaus Cent-o-gram balance scale (311 gram capacity) #4068, and 23" x 16" National Twist Drill and Tool Company tin sign with
decimal to fractional equivalent drill chart - oin house shipping available

314

50 Vintage Rock & Jazz Record Albums - incl. Deep Purple, Village People, Chicago, Sonny Rolling, Eddie Davis, Peter Frampton,
Queen, Styx, Bee Gees, The Beatles, Elvis, Foreigner, Stevie Wonder, Heart and more (decent condition but bear in mind these are
vintage albums from an estate) {media mail shipping available}

315

2 Better Date US Silver Peace Dollars - 1926 and 1927-D - 1926 original mintage of 1,939,000 and 1927-D with original mintage of
only 1,268,900 - in house shipping available

316

Mixed Lot of Trading Cards - Beanie Babies, Barbie, and More - 300+ "Zatch Bell! The Card Battle" including 33 holo foil, Approx 120
Barbie through the Ages, 1959- 1991 cards, 20 Toy Story 2 Zurg mini Old Maid, Major League Baseball Rookies from 1993 season and
Elvis Paying card decks, 440+ Beanie Baby cards (4 complete basic 100 named first edition sets Series I though 4, 7 Puzzle cards, 20
stickers 27 glow in the dark stickers and Series I / II poster) and other assorted sports, trading and game cards - in house shipping
available

317

Tray of New Natural Stone Costume Jewelry - incl. pendants, rings, bracelets, necklaces, & pierced earrings plus sterling silver toe
rings with open backs {in house shipping available}
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318

Seashell Design 14k Gold Bangle Bracelet - shells, starfish, turtles, & dolphins - 2 1/4" diameter (8.3 dwt.) (in house shipping available}

319

Case Lot of Designer and Costume Jewelry - incl. Emmons, statement necklaces, bracelets, earrings, art glass pendants & more - we
do our best to ensure all jewelry is intact with no broken pieces or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house
shipping available}

320

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Premier Designs necklaces & suites in orig. boxes, art glass beaded necklaces, freshwater pearl &
shell necklaces, Persona & Futura rhinestone band watches, & more - we do our best to ensure all jewelry is intact with no broken
pieces or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

321

5 UNC US Silver Peace Dollars - 3 1923 and 2 1925 - in house shipping available

322

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. sterling & amethyst necklace, vintage gold filled on sterling pin, natural beaded necklaces incl.
shell, rhinestone jewelry & more - we do our best to ensure all jewelry is intact with no broken pieces or missing stones but this is no
guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

323

Case of Costume Jewelry - incl. carved shell cufflinks, Avon, cloisonne, & more - we do our best to ensure all jewelry is intact with no
broken pieces or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

324

Vintage 12k Gold Filled Charm Bracelet with Approx. 25 Charms (Many Sterling) - sterling - (Abe Lincoln, amulet of faith, Danecraft
moveable slot machine, Hoffman hex (crack on glass), Disney Land Castle, church with magnifying round window, enamel blue bird,
Seven Springs skier) gold filled (engraved Christmas bells) & the rest are unmarked {in house shipping available}

325

Advertising Lot incl. Salt & Pepper Shakers, Letter Openers, Stirrers, & More - incl. 3 Chicken in the Rough tin litho pails & 1 pottery
mug, plastic salt & pepper set, 2 Willie shakers, ceramic Mr. Peanuts shakers, plastic Fuller letter openers of men in suits, Mr. Peanut
stirrers, Kool cigarette pen holder, & more {in house shipping available}

326

12 Traditions of London Hand Painted Metal Miniature Foot Knights Toy Soldiers, 9 in Original Boxes - painstakingly designed and
painted to catch all the details of the family and geographical crests and armor qualities from the 100 years war of the 14th/15th
century including: K2 Charles V as Dauphin, K3 Richard de Vere, (both without boxes), K4 Sir John d'Abernon, K5 Sir Robert Knolles, K.
G., K7 Sir Edmund de Thorpe, K8 Guy, Lord Bryan, K.g., K9 The King of Hungary, K10 Ralph Nevill Earl of Westmorland (all with original
boxes), K11 Sir Walter Paveley (no box), K12 Bertrand Du Gueslin Constable of France, K13 Robert de Mamines, and K14 Humphrey
Littlebury - in house shipping available

327

BU US 1 Troy Oz .999 Silver Eagle Bullion Coins - 1992 and 2003 - In house shipping available

328

2 Boxes FULL of 3,000+ Magic The Gathering Cards - As found from estate collection - photos show rough layout of 1 of the boxes, the
other unexamined, presumed similar contents (all Magic card lots in every sale are different lots, first time through the auction... no
re-sales) - in house shipping available

329

Case Lot of Fashion Jewelry - incl. Walt Disney tiara, crystal, hair jewelry, art glass beads, faux pearl, & more - we do our best to
ensure all jewelry is intact with no broken pieces or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping
available}

330

15 Canadian Antique Coins -4 Lg and 2 Half Cents, 8 Half Dimes and 1874 H Dime - 1874 H dime VF with corrrosion (only 600,000
mintage), 1854 Bank of Upper Canada and 1842 Bank of Montreal Province of Canada Bank Token Half Pennies, 1864 New Brunswick,
1886, 1888 and 1916 Canada Large Cents, 8 silver five cents (half dimes- 1872 VG w/ hole, 1882-H VG+, 1892, 1894 New Foundland,
1902-H (small H) VG/F, 1908 F+/VF, 1913 and 1914 - grades are opinion of consignor, sold as is - In house Shipping Available

331

13 Hand Inked and Colored Marvel Comics Fan Art Re-Creation of Famous Cover Sheet Art - Most Fantastic Four - 13 by Tucker after
Jack Kirby & Zierman 17"x11" & 1 black & white 19"x13.5" by Michael Neno - all on Strathmore artist paper, orig. reciept shows $150
for 1 poster (most in great condition with some minor discoloration on corners) {in house shipping available}

332

Pokemon Card Boxes, Tins, Marbles, Cards and More - 05 Charmander,05 Charmeleon and 51 Dugtrio marbles, 3 plastic pogs,
Diamond and Pearl tin box container, misc deck boxes (empty) incl 2010 World Championship Hawaii box and booklet and 2 HS
Triumphant with card list, other card boxes and a mess of played with cards {in house shipping available}

333

Tray Lot of 100+ Train Locomotive Suspender/ Denim Buttons - intaglio embossed steam engine and tender design, made to attach
with tack to suspenders or as other buttons - similar buttons were often part of rail road employees uniforms, perfect for the railroad
enthusiast or toy train hobbyist - in house shipping available

334

2 Large Flats of 36 HO Gauge Toy Train Cars - 3 stock cars (2 Durango 40394 and 1 Norfolk and Western 33174), The Southern
Railroad lumber car 4365, 10 gondola and coal cars (C&S 18067, Hercules Pro-Fax HPCX 50483, 4 Union Pacific - 62040, X159,UP
2923, & unknown number, Chessie B&O 629822, BM 12608, Main Central MEC 1115, Western Maryland WM 18300, ), 7 box cars
(Santa Fe 16987 Shock Control, 2 Burlington Northern 100024, Great Northern 3942, Penn Central PC 77040, Johnson Wax , L&N
46244, Swift Refrigerator Line SRLN 4226) , 4 tankers (3 Hooker Chemicals Plastics - SHPX 5069, GATX 17777 and HOKX 56659,
Mobil) 3 passenger (Santa Fe 268 and Southern Pacific Observation 2907 and Diner 921, ) 5 cabooses (3 Santa Fe- 2 7240, 1999851, 1
PC 4751 and 1 BCRail 1877) and Santa Fe crane car - in house shipping available

335

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. beaded faux turquoise, shell & art glass necklaces, bracelets, & more - we do our best to ensure all
jewelry is intact with no broken pieces or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

336

Gently Used Ladies Swarovski Limited Ed. Watch - black with leather band and magnetic clasp, #855 of 999, serial no: 1034417, 30m
Swiss made movement in orig. box with booklet (not running probably just needs a battery) {in house shipping available}

337

15 license plates including 1968/69 Florida - 1968/69 red with white letters, Panther, 3 Veterans, 1 Air Force, orange state on green
and 4 oranges on green Florida license plates, 2 Oklahoma, Nevada, and yellow and red South Carolina Dealers license plates - in
house shipping available

338

Case of Costume Jewelry - incl. Brighton in orig. box, Swarovski Mickey Mouse Pin, & more - we do our best to ensure all jewelry is
intact with no broken pieces or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}
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339

6 Rare Holographic and Special Pokemon Cards - 5 team Rocket Series (Dark Arbok Holo Foil 2/82, Dark Dugtrio Holo Foil 6/82 and
non-Holo Rare 23/82, , Holo Foil, Dark Vileplume 30/82, Dark Charizard 21/82) and black star promo Ultra Rare Charizard XY17 - in
house shipping available

340

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry with Lots of Crystal - incl. Ann Koplik, Dbby Reid, Brighton, Premier Design, rhinestone, Alexis Bittar,
crystal, & more - we do our best to ensure all jewelry is intact with no broken pieces or missing stones but this is no guarantee contents only {in house shipping available}

341

2 Boxes FULL of 2500+ Magic The Gathering Cards - As found from estate collection - photos show rough layout of 1 of the boxes, the
other unexamined, presumed similar contents ( (all Magic card lots in every sale are different lots, first time through the auction... no
re-sales) - in house shipping available

342

14K Yellow Gold & Fresh Water Pearl Necklace - 18" long, 14K gold beads and clasp, with fresh water pearl beads set with 14K gold
wire loops. {in house shipping available}

343

16 Manoil Lead Marching Toy Soldiers - (pain loss and some broken off rifles) {in house shipping available}

344

Lot Of Mens & Ladies Wrist Watches - 1 Timex Pocket Watch and Wrist Watches; Michael Kors, Swiss Army, Gruen, Casio, G-Shock,
Timex, Polo, Edison, 10 Bert, Kenneth Cole, Invicta, sapio, Carvel, Mickey Mouse, citizen, Rolex Repro, Faded Glory, Armitron, q-max,
fossil and more, all sold as is with no warranty {in houses shipping available}

345

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork "Lizard" - 2 1/2" wide 1" tall. on wood plinth. See photos for close up details and of
the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

346

Album of 100 Masonic Bonnie Blink Corn Husker Medallions - 2 partial year sets

347

Large Tray of Religious Jewelry incl. Rosaries - incl. 20+ rosaries, pins, bracelets, crucifixes, & more - we do our best to ensure all
jewelry is intact with no broken pieces or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

348

8 Stephen Douglas Medals, and Civil War Tokens - 4 1863 H. Upmeyer Jeweller Milwaukee 20mm bronze 1863 Civil War Store Tokens
- 2 straight line "Jeweller", 2 arched "Jeweller" with 258 Waters St address added (one of which is stamped with a 2 over Douglas
portrait) - 3 as is 25mm 1860 campaign Ferrotype medals with punch for fob (outer ring with "Stephen A Douglas 1860/ Herschel V
Johnson 1860" clearly legible, ferrotype portrait centers corroded or missing) and 34 mm white metal medalion of Douglas with birth
and death dates, Douglas Monument Association Corner stone Laid September 6 1866 reverse (minted with hole) - in house shipping
available

349

Mahogany China Cabinet With Lighted Top - 69" tall, 42 1/4" wide, 16" deep. single glass door with 2 side lights, two shelves over
base with 2 doors and 3 bow front drawers, oval brass hardware. {local pick up only}

350

Dress Form - 52" tall (great condition) {local pick up only}

351

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork " Snake" - 2 3/4" wide, 1" tall. on wood plinth. See photos for close up details and
of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

351A

5 Rolls BU UNC Kennedy Half Dollars - 1983-P, 1989-P, 1984-D, 1977-P and 2001-D - In House Shipping Available

352

Mid Century Acrylic Table Lamp - chrome finish base & rod with stylized acrylic design - 35.5" tall {in house shipping available}

353

Florida White Stone Formica Mid Century Modern 9 Foot Cradenza "Great For Your 80" TV" - 2 four door bases with interior drawers
and shelves, sit on separate 1 pc. foot and one piece top. 9' long, 21" deep, 30" tall, Florida White Stone Formica Allover. Some
formica chips to edges of doors {local pick up only}

354

2 Ladies Cartier Tank Watches Parts Or Repair - 1- Cartier Paris Vermeil Tank Quartz Argent 925 Plaque ORG 20m Swiss Made And
Paris Hallmarked {not working} with strap as is, 1- Cartier 17J Manual wind Swiss made working movement, case is very worn
and corroded, was 18k gold electroplated. with band as is. {in house shipping available}

355

Childs Toy Play Kitchen - 39" tall, 35 3/4" wide, 12" deep, stove, sink, cupboard and pan rack. {local pick up only}

356

Vintage Cobalt Blue Blenko #7048 Floor Vase - designed by Don Shepperd ran from 1975-88 as pictured in the Blenko Then and Now
reference book - 20" tall (great condition) {in house shipping available - large box}

357

Gucci 1100L 18k GP Interchangeable Bezel Women's Bangle Watch With Box - This is a pre-owned Gucci 1100L interchangeable bezel
18k gold plated women's bangle watch with normal wear. The crystal is clean and clear, flawless with no scratches. The dial and
hands are clean with no scratches, stains or oxidation. The crown has the twisted double G Gucci logo on the end. The case back
shows the Gucci coat of arms insignia, the model number as well as the serial number. Other than some wear on the band from use,
the watch looks quite nice. The bezel currently on the watch is a Gucci signature red and green bezel, and the watch comes with
additional 11 bezels in different colors as shown in the pictures. This is a vintage women’s watch made in the 80’s. The size of the
watch is about 26 mm in diameter, not including the crown. The inside circumference of bangle is 6 1/4" when the clasp is closed, and
it can be adjusted to increase to 6 1/2". This item includes the watch, the box and all the bezels as shown in the pictures. It's
guaranteed 100% authentic. The inside of the box has some staining see photos. In house shipping available

358

Mahogany Drop Front Secratary With 2 Glass Door Top & Open Pediment Crest With Finial - 4 drawer bow front base with batwing
hardware raised on 4 ball and claw feet, slant front desk with pigeon hole interior, 2 glass door top with glass shelves and light. 80"
tall, 32" wide at feet, 17" deep at feet. {local pick up only}

359

Antique School Desk - 31" tall, 26" wide, 301/4" deep. {local pick up only}
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360

MS68 and 3 MS67 PCGS 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - in house shipping available

361

Danish Modern 2 Piece Teak Desk and Link Taylor "Malibu" Tall Storage - desk 30" tall, 48" wide, 24 1/2" deep, 56" tall with top
shelf. top shelf 12" deep, 45" wide, 23 5/8" tall. Tall storage 78 1/4" tall, 24 " wide, 181/4" deep, 2 drawers and drop down storage
and 2 adj. shelves. {local pick up only}

362

Bamboo Rattan Etegere With 5 Glass Shelves Matches Lot #8 Dining Table - 73 1/2" tall, 40" wide, 18 1/4" deep. {local pick up only}

363

Vintage Starrett Plunger Dial # 196 Test Indicator Set In Original Wood Box - pat # 1413306 {in house shipping available}

364

2 Pair Of Bose Walnut 901 Series VI with Equalizers In Original Boxes With Chrome Tulip Bases - The 2 pair of speaker I have for
review are the most recent iteration of the 901 design, the Series VI. This pair was made back in 1987 when Bose speakers were still
made in America. Boxes open but never taken out. NEW OLD STOCK. {local pickup or ship in original boxes}

365

Ron Arad For Kartell Book Worm Shelf {Retail Over 500.00} - In original boxes never used AJ0135 with 7 bookends, shelf 7.5" high, 8'
deep, 10'6" long, The Bookworm shelf 1994 designed by Ron Arad is a lien, minimalist wall sculpture with an animated organic form
designed to hold books, CDs and other useful or decorative items. Made of a continuous piece of a resilient black plastic, it can be
formed into any shape with individual segments that hold up to 40 lb. The Bookworm brings wit to a foyer, study or office and is a
great solution for stairwells where it can descend at any angle while still functioning to hold objects horizontally. Assembly required
with included mounting hardware. Made in Italy by Kartell. {in house shipping available} great vidio on how to hang this shelf.
https://www.smartfurniture.com/products/kartell-bookworm-by-kartell.html

366

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork "Toad" - 1 1/2 wide, 1 1/4" tall on wood plinth See photos for close up details and of
the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

367

Used Denon DRA-25 AM-FM Stereo Reciever - Working with book no box. {in house shipping available}

368

Japanese Netsuke or Snuff Bottle Cabinet - Mirrored back with multiple small interconnected shelves - 33" tall x 19" wide x 4.5" deep

369

Used Lancet Pocket Watch With Charlin Watch Co. Movement 17Jewel Swiss Made - Keystone Base Metal Case. 1-60 numbered on
outside rim of dial. Working,sold as is with no warranty {in houses shipping available}

370

Vintage Advertising Tins & Boxes - incl. chesty & Blue Star 1 lb. potato chip tins, cardboard M&M counter top display, Dixie's French
Fried Poptcorn box, Johnson's powdered dance wax, 20 cent Royal United Shows tickets, & more (see photos for condition) {in house
shipping available}

371

Student Vito Clarinet in Carrying Case - model #7214, HG0846 {in house shipping available}

372

Men's Wittnauer 17J Manual Wind 10K RGP Bezel - stainless back, date watch # 2555- CIIWS, with 10k RGP Speidel flex band, "crystal
missing" watch running. {in house shipping available}

373

Asian Inspired Table Top Curio Cabinet - with 2 glass shelves, 34 1/2" X 19" X 7' deep. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party
packing and shipping}

374

Pr of Sang de Boeuf/ Oxblood Type Glaze Porcelain Table Lamps - 34.5" tall - Local Pick Up Only

375

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork "Skull & Snake" - 3" tall on wood plinth. See photos for close up details and of the
collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}

376

Lot Of 15 Moss Rose Ironstone Serving Pieces - Sugar, milk pitcher, gravy, 3 covered casseroles, flat and square bowls, and platters by
various makers - Wedgwood, Etruria, Burgess and Campbell, Green and Clay, Edward Bros, JM&Co, Homer Laughlin and many others
- local pick up only

377

Daddy's Long Legs JUDGE 1992 Karen Germany Collectible Doll - with box, no COA or Name tag. stamp on leg CLL copyright 1992 {in
house shipping available}

378

Starrett 640 431 Dial Depth Gauge - .500" range .0005" {local pick up or in house shipping available}

379

Mitchell Dreadnought Acoustic Guitar with Case - The Mitchell MD100 features a dreadnought design, spruce top, and mahogany
back and sides. The MD100 plays easily, sounds great, with Road Runner soft case. {in house shipping available}

380

2 Ethnic Folk Art Carved Wood Statues - 27" & 32" tall (tallest has a broken piece) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

381

2017 Jay Strongwater Baby's first Christmas Ornament - charming vintage car driven by plethora of zoo animals - hand blown glass
(perfect condition) with original tag {in house shipping available}

382

2 Mid Century/ Danish Modern Design Magazine Stands - fold up teak and 2 compartment, both with open spindle sides - in house
shipping available

383

Brass Noodle Cart - 33" tall, 12" square, with hanging storage and lights. {in house shipping available}

384

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork " Eagle" - 2 1/2 tall on wood plinth. See photos for close up details and of the
collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings. {in house shipping available}
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385

Painted Rattan And Cain Rocker - 34" tall, 19" wide, 38" deep. {local pick up only}

386

Vintage Steiff Mohair Steel Frame Ride On Elephant (no wheels) - Great Steiff mohair elephant with original harness, replaced saddle
blanket made with sturdy steel skeleton, handle to hold on with and draping trunk - missing original wheels, mounted to boards so
trunk doesn't drag - in house shipping available- oversize box charges

387

Lot Of 28 Pair Of Sterling Silver Ear Rings - {in house shipping available}

388

Bakhtyar Persian 100% Wool Rug - 147" X 115" {local pick up only or your shipper picks up and packs}

389

Pair Of Blonde Bamboo Rattan Side Chairs With Fabric Cushions - 1/2" wide, 18" deep, 17" high seat and 3" cushions. {local pick up or
your shipper picks up and packs}

390

14k & 10k Gold Jewelry Lot - incl. freshwater baroque 1" pearl pendant (1.9 dwt.) on 18" necklace (1.0 dwt.), 5 mm pearl post & 10k
dangle with cz's earrings (0.7 dwt.), & 14k gold beaded bracelet (3.1 dwt. incl. glass beads) (faux pearl beads show signs of age) {in
house shipping available}

391

3 Marvel Comics Hand Colored Masonite Fan Art Re-Creation Cover Art Posters - The Mighty Thor, Silver Surfer, & The Fantastic Four
Meet The Hulk - by Tucker after Jack Kirby, 2 - 33.5"x22.25" & 31.75"x21" (some mild staining on white, Silver Surfer has significant
scratches on color paint revealing white underneath) {in house shipping available}

392

Persian 100% Wool Rug - 157 X 116" {local pick up only or your shipper picks up and packs}

393

14k Gold Pendant Native American Design Necklace Signed R. Lee - chain 18" long with 1 3/4" long pendant 1.6 chain & 7.8 pendant
incl. stone dwt.) {in house shipping available}

394

Tray Lot Of Hand Tools - 2 Jorgensen 6 1/2" wood clamps, 3 brass plumb bobs, general aluminum folding rule, Kwik-Lite flash light, 8"
Stanley sweetheart try-square with brass trim. and brass hose watering ring. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

395

17 Pcs. Vintage English, German, & More Porcelain Figurines & Mugs - incl. hand painted English mugs, Staffordshire fox egg cups,
Goldscheider & Kay Finch dog figurines, & more (all in good condition) {in house shipping available}

396

Lot Of 26 Pair Of Vintage Sterling Silver Earrings - most pierced {in house shipping available}

397

Pair Of 17 1/2" Tall Hurricane Candle Lamps - cut crystal 15 1/2" X 7" cylinders on one candle brass bases. {in house shipping available
large over size box}

398

Used Diamond Crown St. James Series The Windsor 90 Cigar Humidor With Key - 14.25 x 9.75 x 4.25 inches, African
Bubinga, Contemporary Silver Hardware, Quadrant Hinges, Furniture Quality Tongue & Groove Construction with 11/16" Wall
Thickness, Lattice Aeration Rack.light surface scratches {in house shipping available}

399

Vintage 14k Gold Tri-Color Pierced Earrings - intertwined ring design (very mild signs of age, surface scratches & very minor dents)
(5.7 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

400

Disney Brand Star Wars Collectibles - 1-Star Wars 7 Captain Phasma Big Face Snapback Baseball Hat, 1-Star Wars White Storm
Trooper Big Face Snapback Baseball Cap. 1-Pez 2017 collector set in Millennium Falcon tin - in house shipping available

401

1960s B&B Bar Lamp Stop Light Traffic Signal *Very Rare* Working - 20" Tall, lights on 3 sides Bar Open, Last Call, Bar Closed, switch
on front of base. working {in house shipping available}

402

Lot Of 6 Working Maual Wind Pendant Watches - 1-Seiko 17jewel 1N1301 enamel case pendant, 1-Seiko Diashock 21 jewel, 0260R
gold plate starburst, 1-Pedre 17 jewels pedreshock skeleton swivel in frame on gold filled link bracelet. 1- Taylor antimagnetic. Macky
Watch Co. 1 jewel enamel and gold plate, 1- Taylorette Febry watch Co. 1jewel enameled egg, 1- Sheffield Watch Co. black dial 1
jewel. all one money {in house shipping available"

403

Lot Of 4 Palisades FINAL FANTASY 2001 The Spirits Within 12" Figures - 2- Gray Edwards one no box, 1-Dr Sid with box, 1-Dr Aki Ross
with box {in house shipping available}

404

Lot Of 16 Football And 1 Basketball Trading Cards All Slabed Some Graded - 1-2001-02 Topps Loren Woods #252 Rookie card 9.0 mint
in case, 1998 Topps Ahman Green #129 Seahawks , 2004 upper deck Keary Colbert # 106 USC, 1998 Fleer Ahman Green #230 rookie
Seahawks, 2004 Fleer Reggie Williams # 92 Washington, 2004 Fleer Ultra Rashaun Woods OK State # 207, 2004 Fleer UltraKeary
Colbert #U421 USC, 2002 Upper Deck Ronald Curry #125 graded PSA mint 9, 1999 Bowman's Best David Boston #124, 1997 SkyBox
impact Jake Plummer # 237, 2001 Quantum Leaf Moran Norris # 220 rookie, 1990 Final Auth. Nick Buoniconti # 117, 1998 Final Auth.
Kenny Stabler # 25, and 2001 Bowman Marques Tuiasosopo # 170. see photos for grades {in house shipping available}

405

14k Yellow Gold Pierced Earrings - with shiny and matte finish - 3/4" square (4.4 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

406

Lot Of 4 Waterford Crystal & Linen Tablewares - 1- 70" X 144" oblong Waterford linen table cloth, new never opened, 1- pair of 8"
Marquis By Waterford candle sticks, 10" Marquis By Waterford footed bowl, 1- Marquis By Waterford flat 18" Center Bowl. {in house
shipping available}

407

Lot Of 5 View-Master TV reels - The Adams Family B 486, The Munsters B 481, The Green Hornet B 488, The Partridge Family B 569,
and Batman B 492. see photos for condition {in house shipping available}

408

Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. 3 artisan cuff bracelets, artisan pin, crystal necklace with 14k gold findings, vintage Taxco bracelet
with crushed turquoise, earrings, & more - contents only {in house shipping available}
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409

Tray Lot Of Asian Collectibles - 9" Kaki sgraffito pottery vase, 8 1/2" Bowl unusual glaze birch tree design, 5" Malaysia Handicraft vase,
2 teapot shaped saki pots with liners, 2 blue and white sauce jars with covers abd liners, 2- 2 1/2" soapstone carvings, carved wood
box, covered mustard pot stick and leaf cover, 4 1/2" X 5" viewing stone, and Hakata Doll on base. {in house shipping available}

410

Lionel O Guage Toy Train Set - 1- 8632 engine, 1-8050 T NYC tender, 1-New York Central Bulkhead 49502, 1-NYC 200495 green box
car, 1-NYC 295 caboose. {in house shipping available}

411

Lot Of Taxco Mexico Sterling Silver Jewelry - Opal, Malachite, Onyx, Lapis, MOP, Enamel, Turquoise and Red Jasper set in sterling
silver. {in house shipping available}

412

Vintage Erwin 14 pc. Wood Auger Bit Set With wood Storage Box - 1/4 to 1 1/4 bits used condition ask ?s and look at photos for
condition {in house shipping available}

413

Lot Of 7 Pieces Of Mid Century Modern Pyrex and 6 Libbey Low-ball Citrus Glasses - Pyrex 1-primary yellow 10" bowl, 3 pcs of a 4 pcs
set of " Homestead" Cinderella nesting bowls blue on tan, rectangle 9" X &": X 2 1/2" white casserole with clear lid (lid Has Wear
clowdy) Oval Honeysuckle 10 1/2" X 7 1/4" X 3" casserole with clear lid, and RARE Vintage Pyrex 232 pink FLAMINGO 2 quart
rectangular casserole baking dish 1950s made in the USA. all one money {in house shipping available}

414

Lot Of 29 Pairs Of Native American Sterling Ear Rings Malachite, Lapis, Turquoise, Coral, and Quartz {in house shipping available}

415

Bright And Early Books For Beginning Beginners & I Can Read It All By Myself Children Books - Plus 1 limited Chase edition Dr Seuss
cat in the hat vinyl collectible Dorbz #285 by Funko. Grolier Book Club Editions Bright And Early Books For Beginning Beginners incl.
Hand, Hand, Fingers, Thumb, the Foot Book, the Bernstein Bears on the Moon, In a People House, Mr. Brown can moo! can you?, The
Foot Book, the bee book, Hooper Humperdinck? Not Him!, great day for up, There's a Wocket in my Pocket, & Bears on Wheels. Incl.
collection of I can read it all by myself, oh the things you can think, the bears vacation, are you my mother, doctor Seuss' ABC, green
eggs and ham, One fish Two fish red fish blue fish, The Cat in the Hat, Sam and the Firefly, Fox in socks, hop on pop, The Cat in the Hat
comes back.

416

Lot Of Mid Century Modern Art Glass Vases & Set Of 6 Hi-Ball Glasses - 2 - Murano Aqua Free Form Art Glass Vases, 1- Kate
Spade New York Gardner Street 7 1/2" Bud Vase, and Set of 6 Vintage Culver Low-Ball Glasses Green & Gold. {in house shipping
available}

417

Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. cross, shell, gemstone, & Holly Yashi pendant necklaces, bracelets, dolphin puzzle ring, & more {in
house shipping available}

418

Pair Of Electric Mid Century Modern Crystal Mantle Lamps - 18 1/2" tall with shades. {in house shipping available}

419

2011 Nintendo 3DS with 18 game cards & 1989 Game Boy with 4 cards - black flip top 2011 Nintendo 3DS player w/ 18 DS and 3DS
game cards (DS Charlottes Webb, Assassins Creed, Deal No Deal, Zelda Phantom Hourglass, Dream Day Wedding Destinations, Tetris,
Hotel Dusk Rm215, The Curious Village, Yoshi's Island DS and Final Fantasy III Square Enix, 3DS Super Mario Bros 2 and Super Mario
3DLand, the Legend of Zelda Ocarina of Time and A Link Between Worlds, Donkey Kong Country Returns, Lego The Pirates of The
Caribbean and Cars 2 -2011) & 1984 Nintendo Game Boy Model DMG-01 with 2 Tetris, Pac-Man Namco and Super Mario World Super
Advance 2 game cards - no charger for 3DS, both players untested, sold as is

420

Beaded Garnet Jewelry Suite with Sterling Silver Findings - 6 1/2" long double strand bracelet, 16" necklace, square shape dangle
pierced earrings, & size: 8 ring (garnet has purple hue) in house shipping available}

421

Lot Of 6 Waterford Fluted Champagne Millennium Series & 2 Boxed 12 days Of Christmas Flutes - 2 - Happiness, 2 - Health, & 2 Peace Flutes, 1- 1st Edition 12 days of Christmas Partridge flute, 1 - 2nd edition 12 days of Christmas 2 turtle doves flute. all 8 one
money. {in house shipping available}

422

20+ DC Comics incl. Bronze Age - 1976 The Battle of Century Superman vs The Amazing Spider-Man & Superman large comics and
mostly early 90's comics with a couple 1980's & 70's incl. 1993 #1 Robin comic signed by Scott Hanna & Chuck Dixon with coa
(damage on bottom left corner), 1993 Batman #510 comic signed by Doug Moench with coa (great condition) - please see photos for
all condition {in house shipping available}

423

Chrome Waterman Fine Nib Fountain Pen {Is It?} See Photos - 5" long closed, 6" with cap on end. inscribed CHAUSSON. signed
Waterman Made In France, logo on cap top, {in house shipping available}

424

The University Society Inc. 1918, Volumes 1-7 Modern Music And Musicians Book Set - Philharmonic Edition, green cloth cover with
gold lettering. each book 11 5/8" X 9 1/8", some foxing, fading, loose binding, bumps and rubs. {in house shipping available USPS
Book Rate}

425

Lot Of 19 Used Mens/Unisex Wrist Watches - Bulova in box, Michael Kors in box, Cartier Tank Repro, Geneva, Betsey Johnson, Gruen,
Denacci, Valletta, Momo Design md1013-02, Vostok, Pulsar, Disney, Skagen, Gino Milano, Allude and more. all sold as is with no
warranty {in houses shipping available}

426

6 1869/1869 RPD-001 FS-302 Three Cent Nickel Die Variety Coins - from estate collection of highly regarded Three Cent Nickel die
variety collector Rick Perry - grade and attributions are his opinion, check photos for details, although some details are difficult to
capture with my camera -in house shipping available

427

Vintage Indonesian Hand Carved Burl Wood "Caiman Crocodile On A Branch" Sculpture Balinese Art - 25 1/2" long, 10" widest, hang
horizontal or vertical. {in house shipping available}

428

Vintage Hexagon Shape Art Nouveau Side Table - 19" tall x 16" wide - In House Shipping Available

429

6 MS 67 PL NGC 200-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - in house shipping available

430

26" Bohemian Crystal Ruby Cut To Clear Table Lamp - silk shade, ruby cut to clear font brass colum and marble base. converted oil
lamp to electric. {in house shipping available}
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431

Yugioh Yu-Gi-Oh! Card Album of 250+ cards - Mixed lot as found including all sorts of types of rare and holo foil variations - check out
the photos for detail -(in house shipping available WITHOUT basic notebook binder - request asap if you want the binder as well)

432

4 1865/1865 RPD-003 FS 304 Three Cent Nickel Die Variety Coins - from estate collection of highly regarded Three Cent Nickel die
variety collector Rick Perry - grade and attributions are his opinion, check photos for details, although some details are difficult to
capture with my camera -in house shipping available

433

Lot Of Disney Children Books Grolier Book Club Editions - ALL IN USED CONDITION Disney's wonderful world of reading including
Sinbad the pearl diver sir goofy and the dragon sleeping beauty Aladdin and the king of thieves, the aristocrats, 101 Dalmatians, the
little mermaid Kama simba and nala help bomoh, the lion king, Donald Duck's tallest tale, Toy Story, lady and the tramp, The Jungle
Book, Peter Pan and Wendy, Tod and Cooper, Bambi grows up, a picnic in the woods, Pinocchio, Cinderella, sleeping beauty, snow
white the 7 doors, the Sorcerer's apprentice, 3 little pigs, Lady in the tramp, 101 Dalmatians, when it the pooh and tigger too,
ducktales, Dumbo the flying elephant, the Prince in the popper, Pocahontas, Hercules, The Jungle Book, Dumbo, Peter Pan, in
hunchback of notre dam. Big Golden Books the jungle book, 101 dalmations, and the little mermaid. Disney year books 1992,
93,94. 99. 2000. 2001. 2002. and 2003. and mickey mouse bookend. {in house shipping available}

434

Lot Of 6 Waterford Ashling Wine Stems & 1 Lismore Brandy Snifter - great condition {in house shipping available}

435

Ferko's Fine Jewelry 14K White Gold Ultra Thin 1MM Micro Pave Diamond Eternity Wedding Band - size 6, Width of Band: 1.00mm,
56 diamonds, 0.90mm each, Total 0.28ctw, Diamond Color-Clarity: G Color SI Clarity. with original boxes and book. {in house shipping
available}

436

Mid Century Orange Rib Optic Flask Bottle and 5 Retro Pottery Bowls - {local pick up only}

437

The Pink Panther Original Cartoon Cell "Basketball" - cell site 8" X 11 1/4" with paper sketch print above. {in house shipping available}

438

3 High Grade US Morgan Silver Dollars - 1879-S, 1881-S, and 1882 - Great Brilliant Luster, Sharp details, minor bag marks, surface rubs
- - in house shipping available

439

Bronze Cowboy Roping a Steer After Charles Marion Russell - on marble base - 12" tall {in house shipping available}

440

Commemorative Coin Set of US Presidents on Quarters in Orig. Box - Presidents Washington thru Reagan - 13.25" x 17 (in orig. box
with orig. glass plastic seal) {in house shipping available}

441

4 1868 Rev 68 Shield Nickel Die Varieties "Two-Fers" and other Rarities - A: F-107 S2-1003 "2-Fer" Major DDO VF/XF; B: F-108 "2-Fer"
1 Broken Letter Rev & DDO AU+, C: F-108 S2-1001 minor DDO SW and 1 Broken Letter, and D: FS-302 AU+ F-106.01 / FS-302 also FS902 - from estate collection of highly regarded Shield and Three Cent Nickel die variety collector Rick Perry - grade and attributions
are his opinion, check photos for details, although some details are difficult to capture with my camera -in house shipping available

442

Vintage Butterfly Taxidermy Terrarium Under Plexiglass - sealed under plexiglass 10" tall x 17.75" wide x 12" deep (some minor signs
of age) {local pick up only}

443

Binder Full of 1942 Orig. Fashion Model Hand Colored Prints - 130 total incl. 123 Midtown Service Fashion Inc., 6 Edyth
Sparag Studios, & 1 International Studios - These were sent out by fashion designers to salons around the world to create for their
cliental as supplies and factories were limited during WWII. This binder is from a local estate. (all in good condition for age) {in house
shipping available}

444

3 PCGS MS66 and 6 BU UNC Roosevelt Silver Dimes - PCGS MS66 1949 and 2 Key Date 1949-S (MS66 and MS66+), ungraded BU UNC
1955, 1955-S, 1956, 1957 and 2 -1062 - in house shipping available

445

Gently Worn Estate Swarovski Jewelry - incl. necklace & matching bracelet set, 4 pendant necklaces incl. flower, tear drop, & more,
bracelets, earrings, etc. - most in orig. boxes incl. 5 velvet bags - we do our best to ensure all the jewelry is in good condition with no
broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee we haven't missed something {in house shipping available}

446

Recoiling Ammo Shell Vase with WWII Bayonet and India Sword Cane - Union Fork & Hoe made bayonet with 20-1/2" overall length
and 16" spear point blade, sword walkingstick with twist off connection and carved bone collar, and 16" x 4" 1953 Korean War era 75
mm M31A1 recoilless shell case - in house shipping available

447

4 US Silver Peace Dollars - UNC 1925, 1922-D, 1922 and 1923 - In house shipping available qaa

448

Tray of Antique & Vintage Fraternal & Military Pins - incl. "In Either Case Stay Kool" Kool cigarettes political pin, 2 Little Pinkies
buttons by American Pepsin Gum (The Fireman & The Bad Boy), WWI Victory Boys I Am Enrolled, Farm Bureau, Loyal Order of Moose,
Boy Scouts, Holiday Inn, & much more {in house shipping available}

449

Collection of Vintage Rhinestone Purses, Compacts, & Cigarette Cases - incl. rhinestone covered cigarette case, compact, & lighter,
mesh cigarette holder with rhinestone top, shoe buckles, & more (purse shows some signs of age) {in house shipping available}

450

10 US Coronet Matron Head and Braided Hair Large Cents Mixed Dates 1820-1851 - Matron Head 1820 and 1827, Braided Hair 2
1838, 1847, 1850 and 4 1851 - varied conditions, see photos for details - in house shipping available

451

Vintage Advertising Toys incl. Store Displays - 12 Lucky Lite flashlite and keychain on orig. stand up store display, Flippers Tru-Aim
sling shots (rubber bands are brittle but the handle and pockets are good), Spelling Anagrams game, Deep Sea Diver & Submarine in
orig. bubble pack, & Nipsey Russell Harlems "Son of Fun" 44 {in house shipping available}

452

5 Antique White/ French Opalescent Novelty Bowls - Three footed Jackson/ Fluted Scrolls, Northwood Wild Rose and Lattice
Medallions, and dome pedestal foot Northwood Beaded Roulette and Button Panel - in house shipping available, large box to ensure
safety
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453

2 Pair of Adorable Snacks at the Ritz Designer Earrings New on Cards - teapot & teacup & enameled angel fish {in house shipping
available}

454

8 Pcs. Vintage Art Glass Paperweights, Perfumes, & More - 3 St. Croix bell shaped & 2 Wedgwood paperweights, Max Studios &
unsigned perfumes, plus smokey gray Holmegaard duckling vase (Wedgwood paperweights have rough spots on top points, the rest
are in great condition) {in house shipping available}

455

Gently Worn Estate Swarovski Jewelry - incl. flower pendant with matching earring set, blue crystal pendant with matching earring
set, bracelets, leather band watch, pen, necklaces, earrings, & more - most in orig. boxes incl. 5 velvet bags - we do our best to ensure
all the jewelry is in good condition with no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee we haven't missed something {in house
shipping available}

456

Tray Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. Don Lucas amethyst & turquoise beaded watch band on Peyote Bird working watch, Chinese export
pierced earrings, bracelet, size: 9 amethyst ring, gemstone dangle earrings, & heart charms incl. lockets {in house shipping available}

457

Tiffany and Co 7" Crystal Ice Buckiet with Sundial Rim - great form roman numerals XII, III, VI and XI at the 4 directions,ribbed form
made in Germany - etched Tiffany & Co on base, blue tag on side - in house shipping available

458

Royal Copenhagen Blue Flower Braided edge Dinnerware Service for 8 - coffee pot, cream and covered sugar, 8 cup and saucers, 8
each dinner, salad and bread plates, 14 1/4" and 9 3/4" oval platters, oval covered vegetable bowl, and relish plate - 4 saucers and all
8 salad plates marked on the back in gold "For E F Hutton" - Local Pick up Only or Buyer Arranges Third Party Packing and Shipping

459

Tray Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. acid wash nugget charm on mariner chain, daisy, ram, gemstone, & more pendant necklaces, mesh
tricolor bracelet, rings, charms, & baby bracelet & ring {in house shipping available}

460

Fry Opal Ovenglass Reamers, Pie Plates, Refrigerator Dishes and More - 2 styles reamers, 2 1938-8-D round covered casserole/serving
dishes in chrome table stands, 2 grill plates marked "Fry's Heat Resistant Glass Patented", 2 1938-D covered bowls, one with rayed
wheel cut lid accents, square 1976-8 square covered refrigerator dish and brownie pans, 1947-9, 1939-9 and 1918-8 - local pick up
only

461

RS Germany, Royal Bayreuth, Nippon and Other Fine China - 2 hex Nippon demitasse cups with hand painted goose and farm yard
decor, Royal Bayreuth 5" rose taestry favor basket and 4 1/2" vase with cow decoration, 3" RS Germany pillow vase with hand
painted mums, T&V Limoges 4" bonbon basket and 4 3/4" candlestick with rose decorations, 4 1/2" and 7 1/2" painted vases, 3 W C
Strause and Sons 1950 advertising plates with vintage children at play scenes and ovate cylinder vase with spider crack - LOCAL PICK
UP ONLY

462

Case Lot FULL of World Coins from England, India, Middle East, Japan, Jamaica, Russia, Sudan Etc - full collection from around the
world, roughly sorted by country, size and or material, some carded - coins range from 1860-1990s, also includes coins from Saudi
Arabia, Pakistan, Iran, Singapore, China, Eastern Caribbean States, Tanzania, Libya, Hong Kong, Somalia, Fiji, Mexico, France, Italy,
Spain Germany, Greece, Costa Rica, Jamaica, Korea, Guatamala, Bahamas, Morocco, Netherland Antilles, Dominican Republic,
Nicaragua, Barbados, Ceylon, Malaysia, book of antique Japanese coins, and some medallion s- check full photo gallery for more
details - in house shipping available

463

11 Frontline Figures Hand Painted Metal Miniatures Medieval Knight and Soldiers with one box - 1//32 54mm scale toy soldiers with
superb shape and hand painted details, examples of various medieval knights, archers, peasant, standard bearer, crossbowman and
axe wielding soldiers - in house shipping available

464

DCC 2018 Mattel Exclusive DC AQUAMAN Between Two Dooms 3-Pack Figure Set - Special 2018 release, package mint, no external
sleeve - in house shipping available

465

Mid Century Silver Art Piece Hair Ornament with Glass on Ceramic Jewels - Original artist piece form 1970s Sarasota art society ,
central ceramic/ glass jewel with multiple outstretched arcs each ending in complementary "jewel", displayed on wooden stand - in
house shipping available

466

4 Lenox Legendary Princess Porcelain Figurines - Sleeping Beauty, Rapunzel and The Swan Princess - all with boxes, booklets and COAs
and The Snow Queen with box ( no papers) - some water staining to outside of boxes - in house shipping available

467

Tray Lot of Thai Buddhist Monastery Amulets and Mini Altar Statues in Display Case - 12 mini altar statues and 100+ copper, bronze
and other metal amulets from specific temples, sacred sites and teachers {in house shipping available, glass top on case will increase
cost of shipping significantly}

468

Stunning Malachite and Sterling Silver Necklace Mexico & Ladies Zuni or Navajo Inlaid Watch Band - Taxco 16" Necklace, 2.975 ozt,
Mid Century Modern Design, stamped Mexico and looks like 78-36, beautiful workmanship with matched Green Malachite. Zuni or
Navajo Inlaid Onyx, Coral, and Turquoise Stone inlaid Watch Band, unsigned sterling silver and flex band. {in house shipping available}

469

Vintage Log Cabin Syrup Tin Express Toy in Orig. Boxes with Tin Syrup Banks - 3 tin litho Express carts (2 like new in boxes & 1 slightly
smaller - no box) plus 2 Towle's syrup log cabin tin banks (1 has minor dents and no lid) {in house shipping available}

470

Victorian Mary Gregory Thumbprint/ coin Optic Water Pitcher - 9.5" tall, ruffled rim and applied reeded handle, white enamel image
of young traveler with packs on shoulder rest with trees and foliage scene, polished pontil, lae 1800s/ early 1900s - in house shipping
available

471

Case Lot FULL of Canadian Coins Including Silver - Newfoundland 1908 half dollar, worn 1896 dime and 1942 penny, Silver Canada
QE2 50 cent, 20 silver quarters (Edward VI, 5 George VI and 14 QE2), 33 silver dimes (7 Edward VII, 10 George VI and 16 QE2), 11
punched and as is 1850s bank tokens, New Brunswick and Canada large cents, loads of other vintage coinage separated by type - in
house shipping available

472

15 Pcs. Shelley Bone China - Mabel Lucie Attwell nursery rhyme plate, 4 cups & saucers incl. Primrose, & 2 tea bag dishes (all in good
condition) {in house shipping available}

473

5 Art Glass Paperweights - incl. signed Vandermark "Dogwood" #56/250, vintage millefiori flower cane with copper flecks, signed Val
St. Lambert Bruxelles, illegible signed bubble, & green swirl with iridescent (all in good condition with some minor surface scratches
from age) {in house shipping available}
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474

Lot of 130+ German Coins, carded and most dated and detailed - 10 pfennig and other coins incl 37 WW2 era, a few 1800s and early
1900s - in house shipping available

475

Gently Worn Estate Swarovski Jewelry - incl. bracelets, necklace pendant with matching earring set, Swan necklace, bangle bracelet,
butterfly pendant with matching earrings, & more - most in orig. boxes incl. 5 velvet bags - we do our best to ensure all the jewelry is
in good condition with no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee we haven't missed something {in house shipping
available}

476

Wheel Cut Crystal Compote on Brass Floral Pedestal with Leaf and Flower Twining Accents - 11" x 12" overall, 6" x 10" bell form
crystal bowl with wheel cut flowers and leaves sits atop a floral pedestal encompassed by 3 twining branches of leaves and flowers
that hold the bowl in place (some small rim chips where flowers hold bowl in place) - in house shipping available

477

Vintage Italian Tri-Color Sterling Silver 3 Pc. Jewelry Suite - woven necklace, 7 1/4" bracelet (both with safety clasps) & pair of pierced
dangle earrings (very good condition, seldom worn) {in house shipping available}

478

75+ Pcs. Antique Limoges China - incl. 16.5" & 11.5" oval platters, tab handled covered vegetable, covered butter dish with liner,
creamer & covered sugar, open gravy with attached liner, 11- 5" & 12 - 7.5" bowls, 10 - 9.5", 9 - 7.5", & 7 - 6" plates (all in good
condition) {Local pick up only}

479

Antique Tramp Art Box, Slide Out Top with Mirrored Accent - 4.5" tall, 10" wide and 7.5" deep, dark patinated finish, slide out lid with
inset mirror accent -in house shipping available

480

5 Hand Painted Metal Medieval Knights on Horseback with Victims - 5 - 3" hobbyist metal Medieval knights on horseback fighting
dismounted knights - Bernard the Good of Horstmar at the Battle of Bouvines 1214, Antoine the Duke of Baabat younger brother of
the Duke of Burgundy, Agin Court - arrived late to battle and fought in makeshift surcoat, latter killed in the Massacre of Prisoners
and 3 other knights trampling their foes, all hand painted with family crests, shields and color details to each piece, mounted on
wood stands - tags attribute them to Courtney, sought after toy soldier designer - you be the judge - in house shipping available

481

Vintage 1950's Dr. Kool Cigarette Advertising Figure & Ad - 4.5" tall figurine (paint loss on the base near foot but otherwise in
excellent condition) plus vintage Kool cigarettes magazine ad {in house shipping available}

482

16 Heisey Sheffield Cut Bar Ware - Sheffield cut #985 on #3408 stem - 8 each 7" water goblets and 5" champagne/ sherbets - in house
shipping available

483

Invicta 26972 Pro Diver Blue Dial Two Tone Silver Gold Tone Mens Bracelet Watch - with outer box, Yellow Box, hang tag plastic
covering face and back and book. never worn, Working, sold as is with no warranty {in houses shipping available}

484

6 Pcs Blue and White and Flow Blue China - Beautiful 8" hand painted Ceramic Art Company (1890-1910 precursor of Lenox) vase in
Dutch windmill scenic design initialed LAE, 16" Blue Onion "Meissen" pattern England flow blue platter, 12" Germany portrait plate
with wide blue rim and gold decorated border, 2 flow blue 9 1/2" wide rim bowls/ deep plates (John Maddock and Sons Dainty, Till
and Sons Cecil with small edge chip under rim), and alpine lace type teacup and saucer - in house shipping available

485

Vintage JNF Duplex Electric Car, & More - made in Germany US zone with 2 keys, clockwork drive and column shift (not sure stop is
working), steering wheel and front spin wheel, door antenna extends and is connected to shift gear, orig. paint and driver side shift
on inside and lever, (missing something on trunk), 1979 Tonka jet & 1977 J.L.J. Toy plastic firetruck {in house shipping available}

486

50 Silver Mercury Dimes - Carded, Mixed Dates - in houses shipping available

487

23 Pcs. Royal Doulton Baronet China - incl. 5 ea. 10.5", 6.5" & 6 - 6" plates, 2 cups & 5 saucers (all in great condition) [in house
shipping available]

488

Fry Opal Kitchen Oval Ovenglass Pieces - 5 Mixed size Covered Bowls and 1 Platter - 1918-13 platter, 3 1951-10, 1935-9-D and 1832-8
oval baker/serving dishes with lids - Some small edge chips, see photos - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and
shipping

489

12 Misc Die Variety and Anomaly Silver Washington Quarters - Revers Hubs, DDO and more - 1934 Double Motto, 1941-S "Large S"
Trumpet Tail FS-501 (013.5) URS-5 Rare!, 1946 RPM #2 Cherry Pickers FS-25-1946S-501 Choice BU, 1950-S S/S Strong North RPM #1
XF, 1950-D over S FS-601, 4 1957 BU Type B Reverse (Cherry Pickers FS-25-1957-901), 1963 BU Type B Hub Reverse, Copper-nickel
1966 off centered pressing, 1969-S Struck Through Lint Mark PR66CAM - from estate collection of highly regarded die variety
collector Rick Perry - grade and attributions are his opinion, check photos for details, although some details are difficult to capture
with my camera -in house shipping available

490

2014 Diamond Select Toys LE of 3000 Batman & Robin Busts MIB Classic TV Series - quality resin bust Batman #1713 of 3,000 with
hands on belt, just under 6" tall (tiny yellow and green paint marks to arm) and Robin #1904 of 3,000 hand clutching fist, about 5 1/2"
tall

491

Meiji Bronze Japanese Woman With Umbrella Sculpture - Shelf sitter, 4 1/2" long with umbrella with round medallion with 3 heart
shaped leaves. {in house shipping available"

492

Victorinox Swiss Army Men’s 40 Mm Black Dial 26071CB Wrist Watch - Used needs battery, with box and book. {in house shipping
available}

493

Bing & Grondahl B&G Denmark Copenhagen Figurine #2247 "Girl Reading First Book" - 4-1/2" height X 4-1/2"Conditions Perfect
Condition. There are no chips, no cracks, no breaks, no repairs, no flakes. no box, (in house shipping available)

494

1993 Florence Walt Disney's Dopey Figurine by Giuseppe Armani - made in Italy (great condition) {in house shipping available}

495

6 Traditions of London Hand Painted Metal Miniature Medieval Mounted Knights Toy Soldiers - painstakingly designed and painted to
catch all the details of the family and geographical crests and armor qualities with fully draped horses in matching rainments, from
the 100 years war of the 14th/15th century including: MK01 Richard de Vere Earl of Oxford, MK02 Charles Duke of Orleans, MK03 Sir
Thomas Erpingham, MK04 The King of Poland, MKo5 Charles d'Albret Constable of France and MK06 Sir john de Grailly - in house
shipping available
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496

2 Bowen Designs 1/8th Scale Mini Bust Sculptures MIB - Black Panther 1078/2500 and Ant-Man 1567/ 2000 - Marvel Limited Ant-Man
Sculpted by Randy Bowen 4 1/2" tall 1998 and Marvel Black Panther over 6" tall Sculpted by Bruno Bolteau and Randy Bowen & The
Shiflett Brothers, Prototypes painted by Randy Lambert 2005 - in house shipping available

497

Early Retired Lladro Zaphir Porcelain Doctor & Nao Boy Figurines - #708G designed by Salvador Furio 13.5" tall, retired 1981 & #1036
Ready for an Excursion 7.25" tall (both perfect condition) {in house shipping available}

498

Sterling Silver Estate Jewelry Incl. Native American - necklace, many pairs of earrings, mesh bracelet, charms, rings, etc. {in house
shipping available}

499

2000 Florence Walt Disney's Minnie Mouse Nurse Figurine by Giuseppe Armani - made in Italy #1471C (great condition) {in house
shipping available}

500

Pair Of Fine Silver Cannetille Filigree And Mother Of Pearl Footed Salt Cellars - Canatille Filigree Frame with 2 Filigree Handles, each
with a spoon one matching the dish and one with carved wood bust on handle tip. scar inside one bowl. {in house shipping available}

501

Starrett Vernier Caliper No. 122 With Wood Box - 9" long some rust started see photos {in house shipping available}

502

Austrian Maria Theresa 833 Silver Thaler 1780 Bullion Coin Set In 800 Silver Presentation Pin Tray - Inscribed "To The Helmans Vienna
1962" 4" X 4", total weight 2.845 ozt {in house shipping available}

503

2000 Florence Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse Doctor Figurine by Giuseppe Armani - made in Italy #1470C (great condition) {in house
shipping available}

504

2 Antique Oil On Canvas Paintings of Posies, One Signed M Payne '97 - beautiful antique paintings, well executed floral designs - in
house shipping available

505

Gold Oakley Minute Sunglasses with Case - wrap around design (very good condition with very minor surface scratches on the lens)
{in house shipping available}

506

Vintage 4 Pc. Jewelry Suite of Faux Turquoise Set in .800 Silver - necklace, bracelet, pierced earrings, & size: 7.5 ring {in house
shipping available]

507

15 Pcs Waterford Sheila Panel Cut Crystal Stemware - 12 -7" water goblets and 4 - 7 1/8" Fluted Champagnes - in house shipping
available (large box extra wrapping)

508

Royal Doulton & Beswick Dog Figurines - incl. HN1035, HN1032, K18, & 2 Beswick (all in great condition) {in house shipping available}

509

New Brahmin Leather Hand Bag, Clutch, & Canvas Wallet - purple leather Crillon Rendezvous with dust cover, Corrine Slate
Melbourne clutch, & Suri Black Palm wallet (all new with orig. tags) {in house shipping available]

510

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed Figure Sets & Mundiart - 54mm scale hand painted
knights of great detail, mainly fashioned after the colors, crests, shields and characters involved in the Battle of Poitiers 1356,
consisting of BF-1 The Black Prince on horseback (actually Munidart, same mold as Alymer version), BF-12 Sir Tomas Holland on
horseback, BF-3 Eustace de Ribeaumont, BF-4 Sir Richard Fitzsimon, BF-5 Edward Lord Espencer, and BF-9 English Archers (2 piece
set) - in house shipping available

511

5" Lalique Figuera Satin Finish Crystal Vase with Box - Inspired by the distinctive french fig shape, great form and texture, with great
original box - in house shipping available

511A

20 BU UNC 1982-P Kennedy Half Dollars - No "FG" Initials - in house shipping available

512

Wavecrest Egg Crate Letter Holderr/ Photo Receiver with Floral Decoration and Ormolu Mount - unmarked C. F. Monroe Wave Crest
opaline glass 4" x 6" rectangular letter receiver with interlocking hand painted floral medallions and ormolu mount rim

513

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed Figure Sets - 54mm scale hand painted knights of
great detail, mainly fashioned after the colors, crests, shields and characters involved in the Battle of Poitiers 1356, consisting of BF21 Sir John Beauchamp on horseback, BF-23 Thierre de Sanseilles on horseback, BF-11 William de Sahum Count of Northampton, BF13 Oliver Sieur D'Aubigny, BF-18 Count de Aumale, and BF-20 French Men-at-arms (2 piece set) - in house shipping available

514

Franklin Mint Star Trek Beyond The Final Frontier Mini Ships - pewter ships on stands, authorized by Paramount Pictures (great
condition) {in house shipping available}

515

Lladro Nurse Figurine with Box - 14.5" tall (figurine in great condition, box as is) {in house shipping available}

516

Collection of Vintage Jewelry incl. Signed Native American - signed sterling silver (Randy Hoskie bolo, Taxco beaded & rope design cuff
bracelet, stamped mountain motif design cuff bracelet, unmarked pierced dangle earrings), vintage silver plate coiled snake bracelet,
vintage copper & tricolor metal cuff bracelets, Native American & African hand beaded necklaces {in house shipping available}

517

Commanding Images if the Civil War "The Hunley" limited Edition Submarine Model - approx 11.5" limited edition model of The CSS
H. L. Hunley Confederate iron submarine mounted atop stand with navigator, limited edition Series 1 #098/200 by Vanmark, 2006 in house shipping available

518

Vintage Revo 1003 001 Sierra Sunglasses - relatively small size that gives you the look of John Lennon style with matte black frame
and blue mirror lense (very good condition with some very minor surface scratches on lens) {in house shipping available}

519

6 Pieces Hand Painted Porcelains - 8" Carl Teisch Altwasser Selesia vase with irises, 12" plate with full floral painting, 11" plate and
bowl with grapes and vine painting signed E M Tamvoer, 7" cider pitcher with drinking monk portrait, and 6 1/2" Franz Mehlem Royal
Bonn Portrait vaise with raised band of gold leaves around top and base (hairlines) -in house shipping available
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520

Franklin Mint Star Trek the Next Generation The Borg Designation Type II Ship - pewter ship on stand, authorized by Paramount
Pictures (great condition) {in house shipping available}

521

9 Sterling Silver Teaspoons - 6 International MDCO, 2 embossed and one rounded end - approx 6.4 troy oz

522

Antique Canastota Pointsettia American Brilliant Pattern Glass Cream & Sugar - 2 handled open sugar and creamer (both in great
condition) {in house shipping available}

523

Gucci White Frame Sunglasses with Orig Hard Case - #2851/S (great condition, 1 very small spot on the left lens otherwise in excellent
condition) {in house shipping available}

524

2 Antique Glass Hip/Pocket Flasks with Removeable Silverplate Cup Bases, Crocodile Top Wraps - These lovely Edwardian silver plated
and crocodile hip flasks have bayonet tops and removable cups. The larger one made by H Greaves, New Street, Birmingham. it has a
crack in the metal top (see photo) for condition. Height is approx. 5" x 3 1/4" with gold wash inside silver plate cup base marked
"Greaves New St Birmingham" The Smaller One is made by JD & S England silver plate with removable cup with gold wash inside, , 4 3
/4" x 3" 1/8 pint good condition. - in house shipping available

525

3 Porcelain Dog Figurines - incl. Hutschenreuther seated Spaniel, Royal Copenhagen Bulldog, & Bing & Grondahl (all in great
condition) {in house shipping available}

526

Collection of Vintage Foreign Coins and Currency - Wide array of world coinage throughout the 20th century, and currency from
1920s German hyper inflation bills, 6 1923 Million Mark bonds with 6 months payment slips through September 1927, US Occupation
Japanese currency notes, US wheat pennies and reproduction Confederate notes - in house shipping available

527

Sterling Silver 1965 President & Vice President Inauguration Invitation Cigarette Case - Made by Poole Silver Co. wood lined, inscribed
on lid The Inauguration seal, " The Inaugural Committee request the honor of your presence to attend and participate in the
inauguration of Lyndon Baines Johnson as president of the United States of America and Hubert Horatio Humphrey as Vice President
of the United States of America on Wednesday the 20th of January 1965 in the city of Washington Dale Miller chairman. 6 1/4" X 3 1
/4" X 1 1/2". total weight 11.330 ozt. {in house shipping available}

528

19 Pcs. of Harlequin Colored Cut to Clear Crystal Stemware - incl. 5 - 6.25" coupe, 7 - 8" champagne flutes, & 6 - 5.25" red cordial plus
1 purple, & 1 red 7" wine (all in great condition) {in house shipping available}

529

1984 Florence Limited Ed. Walt Disney's Beauty and The Beast Figurine by Giuseppe Armani - made in Italy #1906/2000 (great
condition) {in house shipping available}

530

3 Shelves full of Cobalt Glass Vases, Pitchers, Bowls and More - Ribbed, tiered, diamond optic swirl and beaded melon vases of all
sizes, Art Deco cream, sugar and milk pitcher, Shirley Temple pitcher and mug. Salt and pepper, eye wash cup and more - Local Pick
Up Only

531

Wavecrest Biscuit jar, Ceam and Sugar and Silverplate Domed Cover Butter Dish - Biscuit jar has floral spray decoration and silverplae
mont, bail handle and lid (acid etch base mark), silver platte mount swirl panel cream has floral spray decoration and sugar has
flowers and mushrooms, (no lid) PLUSearle EB Webster mark dome covered butter dish with embossed floral bell lid, crystal insert
and butter knife - in house shipping available

532

Used Persian 100% Wool Rug - 117" X 85" {local pick up only or your shipper picks up and packs}

533

36" Steiff Quality European Construction Mohair Buck Stuffed Animal - Natural form sturdy framed mohair deer with short antlers,
glass eyes and lightly painted accents, patch on front upper left leg, antlers bendable with one minor point issue, caramel mohair
body with white tail flat tail end and floppy ears - conforms to all standards Steiff construction with their typical style form air brush
accents and glass eyes, but no discerning marks, tags or buttons found, possible shop showroom display - in house shipping available,
large oversize box charges

534

Ephemera Lot with WWI WMCA Letters, WWII Envelopes, Black Americana and other Postcards, and more - Series of family letters on
YMCA and Red Cross letterhead to and from soldier in France during WWII (most dated 1918), postmarked envelopes including
Germany WWII era, Album of 100 or so vintage post cards with retro dogs, dolls, flowers, religious, several lenticular print cards, etc,
collection of Black Americana post cards, stereo view card, etc, vintage black and white photos of cars, charming hand drawn and
written Christmas post card note, various ephemera cards, booklets, etc - in house shipping available

535

Chinese Porcelain Large Size Koi Bowl - on rolling cart 19" tall x 20.5" diameter

536

Collection of Star Wars Toys & iHome - incl. motion activated with sound effects Rogue One Imperial Stormtrooper working new in
box, 18" First Order Stormtrooper action figure new in box, Millennium Falcon bluetooth speaker new in box but not guaranteed to
work (not tested), 2015 18" Yoda figure, & 1998 R2-D2 folding action figure carrier some signs of age and use {in house shipping
available}

537

Lot Of 50+ Ladies Uni-Sex Wrist Watches - Disney, Guess, Kessaris, AnnaLTD, Details, Timex, Armitron, Kathy Ireland, Fossil, Bulova,
Elgin, Eseikor, Mathey Tissot, Studio Time, Mudd, Kennith Cole, Chico,s, Sshley, Pulsar, Ingerham, Citizen, Anne Kline, Benrus, all sold
as is with no warranty {in houses shipping available}

538

3 Beer Signs - 2 light up Bud & Bud Light signs & "Good Beer Good Cheer" Always on Tap Here wall plaque {Local pick up only}

539

3 Flats of Vintage HO Toy Train Cars and Engins - 13 box cars including Tyco Baby Ruth in box, Swift, Chessie and York, Oscar Myer,
Wilson Car Lines, Swift and Farmers Cooperative Ventilator Refrigerator car, Glade, Great Northern, Illinois terminal, Northern Pacific,
New Haven, 12 tankers including Wesson, Vulcan Chemicals, Koppers Chemicals, Union Pacific, Shell Mobil, Texaco, 76, Arco,
Cocacola, and Magnolia, Amtrak observation and combination car, PT Barnum's Special Advertising Coach, coal gondola,maintenance
car, 5 Santa Fe cabooses, Santa Fe crane car and 2 like new Santa Fe #8305 Lighted Yard Towers in box (one missing top antenna) - in
house shipping available
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540

Approx. 50 Mixed Age and Series Pez Dispensers - Star Wars, TMNT, Muppets, Looney Tunes, Batman, Wonder Woman, and
Spiderman, Halloween, Easter and more - in house shipping available

541

Artist's Edition IDW Will Eisner's The Spirit Vol 1 and 2 King Size Hard Back Editions - 22" x17" format, Vol 1 unopened in original
factory seal, Vil 2 opened - in house shipping available

542

Star Wars Ephemera, Photos and Puzzles - 20" × 16" Harrison Ford Han Solo photo, signed John Ratzenberger photo with Beckett COA
and tags, 3 1977 puzzles ( Kenner 140 pc. Han and Chewbacca, 500 pc Luke Skywalker and Series II Luke Skywalker and Princess Leia
Jump For Their Lives No 40130, TV Guide Movie Guide lenticular print special effects covers (Anakin and Darth Vader, and The
Wookies), Kenner Return of the Jedi Collection merchandise booklet, Lucasfilm Fan Club fold out poster, Classic Star Wars comics 7, 9
and 11, and 3 vintage bumper stickers - in house shipping available, only with both photos rolled without frames

543

The Silver Surfer and Iron Man Dark Horse Deluxe Edition Classic Marvel Character Series 2 Statues - 6" tall #4 The Silver Surfer and 5 3
/4" tall #5 The Invincible Iron Man (limited editions of 750) -The Marvel Classics Character sculptures are made in a Syroco- style,
deliberately different than what is common with a modern Marvel collectible sculpture, with features like a rougher surface texture,
visible seam lines, and other slightly "distressed" aspects, such as paint application. Sculpted by Yoe! Studio to reflect the style of the
early 1960s. Made in 2012l Packaged in their own retro tin boxes, with pin-back buttons and character booklets - in house shipping
available

544

Tray Lot of vintage Movie Ephemera - Posters, Press Kits, lobby Cards and more - Movie press kits with folders descriptions, 8x10s,
scripts and more (George of the Jungle, Summer of Sam, 10 Thinhs I Hate About You, A Small Affair, Mystery Alaska, Walt Disney The
Straight Story, Holy Man, Country, WB Midnight Madness, Song of Norway, 2 Man if La Mancha and A Chorus Line programs/
booklets, single and fold out promo cards of The Last Starfighter, Mulan, Conan, Terms of Endearment, Gandi/Tootsie/ The Toy, Bingo
Long The Traveling All Stars and Motor Kings, Fanny and Alexander, Mustang Country, 4 fold 2 sided Out of Africa, full size movie
posters Harry and Son, Tex, Condorman, Homework, The Slugger's Wife, Cinderella, Nate and Hayes, The Eye of the Needle, The
Spawning, Body Double, A Soldier's Story, Quintet, The Fury, Josepha and Sylvester, and more - in house shipping available

545

Artist's Edition IDW The Best of EC Vol 1 and 2 - Frazetta, Hard Back Edition - 22" x 15", Vil 1 unopened in original factory seal, Vol 2
opened (slight moisture issue causing very minor warpping to bottom pages, no image or paper degredation, see photos - cover art of
Frank Frazetta, - in house shipping available

546

6 Thomas Clark Gnome Pecan Resin Figures - Sign, pr Angels, Blarney, and Madre - Thomas Clark's Creations sign with gnome resting
atop, pr of sitting angels, Blarney Gnome and liittle Madre bench or shelf sitter - Tom Clark is internationally known for his gnome
characters, each filled with their own special personality, in house shipping available

547

Rare Halcyon Judge Death, MRC Judge Dread and Mean Machine Model Kits - Hard to find early version 1994 Halcyon Judge Death
vinyl model kit, MRC 1995 Judge Dredd and Mean Machine traditional plastic model kits, all complete in as is original boxes (some
tape marks, flattened parts, etc) - see photos for details - in house shipping available

548

Little Nemo Dream Another Dream 21" x 16" Locust Moon Press XL Hardback Book Edition - Unopened in original plastic seal wrap in house shipping available

549

134 Pokemon Movie and TV Animation Edition Trading Cards - In House Shipping Available

550

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed Figure Sets - 54mm scale hand painted knights of
great detail, mainly fashioned after the colors, crests, shields and characters involved in the Battle of Poitiers 1356, consisting of BF31 Louis III, Count of Sancerre on horseback, BF-36 Roger Lord Latimer on horseback, BF-33 Louis, Count de Bois, BF-35 Earl of Suffolk
(does he need a head topped helmet?), BF-42 Sir John Carew Lefitz, and BF-39 Victim of the Battle (3 piece set) - in house shipping
available

551

Marvel IDW Daredevil Mazzucchelli's Born Again Artist's Edition Miller's Artifact Edition Hardbacks - 17" x 12" Frank Miller's Dardevil
Artifact Edition unopened in original seal (no shipping box) and David Mazzucchelli's Daredevil Born Again Artifact Edition (not sealed)
- in house shipping available

552

Antique tramp Art Box with tiered foot - 7.5" tall, 12' wide and 7" deep - typical tram art tiered pyramid for with oold silver painted
subtlely raised lid handle, resting on tiered platform foot base - Eisenlor's Cinco Philadelphia antique box interior, old S.A.C. initials on
front of box

553

5 Artist Designed Horse Figurines from "The Trail of Painted Horses" Series 2004 and 2006 - The Trail of Painted Horses began as a
public art project that invited the best artists in the country to creatively transform large horse sculptures into original artworks,
These are representations of some of the highlights of the project - 2004 series 1549 Medicine Horse by Star Liana York (resin with
add ons), 1541 Wound Up Time on The Range (resin), and 12201 Nutcracker Pony by Janee Hughes(porcelain), 2006 Series12224
Native Peoples Pony by Frank Salcido (porcelain) and 12221 Fetish Pony by Lynn Bean (resin), all have tags with description of artists
concept and creation except for Medicine Horse, a product of Westland Giftware - in house shipping available

554

6 Marvel Comics and Other Tin Lunch Boxes - 6" tall 1998 Marvel Comics The Fantastic Four, Iron Man, Captain America and X-Men,
Dark Horse Comics 2000 Futurama and 2004 factory sealed Conan - see photos for condition, in house shipping available

555

MCM 6 Shelf Teak Veneer Book Shelf - great simple line design with teak veneer, 70" tall, 32" wide, 11" deep. - local pick up only

556

Simpsons, Fantastic Four, Lord of the Rings Trilogy and Star Wars Saga Monopoly Games MIB - Character versions of classic Parker
Bros. Monopoly sets - Star Wars Saga Edition is unopened, factory sealed in holo foil accented box; Fantastic Four cards, figures and
cash are all still sealed; Lord of the Rings complete, The Simpsons complete with 10 pewter figures instead of 6 - in house shipping
available

557

Wood Frame Glass Front & Sides Display Cabinet - mirror back with 3 glass shelves and side entry top and bottom glass doors - 76"
tall x 33.25" wide x 14.5" deep (overall in great condition) {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

558

Wedgwood Swallow Bone China Dinner Ware Service for 8 - 8 each dinner, salad and bread plate, cup and saucers plus cream and
covered sugar - superb condition, 1 saucer shows some crazing - local pick up only
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559

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed Figure Sets - 54mm scale hand painted knights of
great detail, mainly fashioned after the colors, crests, shields and characters involved in the Battle of Poitiers 1356, consisting of BF24 Jacques de Bourbon on horseback, BF-30 King Edward III on horseback, BF-25 Sir Nicholas of Bournaby, BF-26 Markgraf of
Maravia, BF-28 W. Hardsehull, and BF-27 Double Set (2 piece set) - in house shipping available

560

1965 Gilbert James Bond 007 Oddjob Action Figure #16101 with Original Box - Great box and graphics, no tears, only minimal side
warp and tiny edge roughage, - figure compete, limbs move, wearing original karate outfit with belt, deadly derby and head band (all
original pieces except neck cloth), no instructions, clothes slightly yellowed - in house shipping available

561

4 Stack Green Depression Glass Mixing Bowls - Great classic kitchen mixing bowl set - some wear to insides due to mixing - see photos
- in house shipping available

562

Complete 1st Series of 5 Sets of Forward March Medieval Knights of the Battle of Agincourt 1415 - Military Miniatures in Metal
Medieval Knight Toy Soldiers - 54mm hand painted miniatures with precise detail and paint -Forward March was founded by Richard
Walker but which had a very short existence between 2002 and 2005. This is the complete 1st of 3 series all devoted to
Agincourt with 1 booklet of the battle of Saint Crespin October 1415 and the characters involved - remarkable from all points of
view; sculptures by Alan Ball, realistic matte paintings and correct heraldry. No boxes - consists of AM20001 Set #1 of English archers
and two stakes, AM20002 French Knights Set - Jean le Maingre Boucicault and Guillaume de Martel, AM20003 Set Henry V against
Charles d'Albret, Constable of France, AM20004 Set Sir John Codington and Sir John Erpingham, and AM20005 French Crossbowmen
Set - in house shipping available

563

Tray Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. Sophia cultured pearl beaded necklace in orig. box, rosary, 6 Pandora charms, gemstone rings,
charms, 2001 commemorative coin set in sterling holder, charms, earrings, & more {in house shipping available}

564

12 Traditions of London Hand Painted Metal Miniature Foot Knights Toy Soldiers, 10 in Original Boxes - painstakingly designed and
painted to catch all the details of the family and geographical crests and armor qualities from the 100 years war of the 14th/15th
century including: k15 Oliver D'Ingham, K16 Thomas Baron Camoys, K17 Henry of Lancasterr, K19 Sir John Chandos, K.G. (all original
boxes), K20 Jacque de Crevecoeur (no box), K21 Sir Hugh Calveley, K22 King Pedro I of Castille, K24 Lord Basset of Drayton, K25
Thomas Beuchamp, K.G., K26 John de Montacute, K28 Charles, duke of Orleans (all original boxes) and K29 The King of Poland (no
box) - in house shipping available

565

5 Thomas Clark Pecan Resin Gnome Figurines -Slam and Dunk, Tree Basket, Shear Delight and McEver - Slam and Dunk on each other
shoulders to put nut into basket in tree two piece set, Blackie with pack basket Shear Delight pr haircut and McEver carrying walnut Tom Clark is internationally known for his gnome characters, each filled with their own special personality, in house shipping available

566

3 Flats of World Coins - Carded, Dated and Identified - All carded, dated and described by denomination and country, includes coins
from Britain, Singapore, Hong Kong, Canada, Nederlands, Honduras, Switzerland France, Germany, Philippines, Malaysia, Belize,
Ireland, Italy, Chile, Bermuda, Brazil, British Colonies, Costa Rica Bahamas, Indonesia, Peru, Ecuador, China, Spain, Portugal, India,
Barbados, Czechoslovakia, Columbia, Etc - most are 1950-1980s - in house shipping available.Great educational collection for interest
in global currency - in house shipping available

567

Co-Operative Flint Glass Sunset Tomato Glass Bowl and Candle holder - 3" x 11" wide rimed console bowl and 7 1/2" single
candlestick in hard to find Sunset color, great addition to any art glass collection - in house shipping available

568

Richard Ginori Italy 6 Pc Porcelain Fish Set - 15 1/2" oval serving plate and 6 individual plates, each with a separate fish decoration, all
fully marked "Richard Ginori, Manifattuta di Docca Florence, Italy" - in house shipping available

569

Lot of 125+ Antique Postcards - In house shipping available

570

5 Expertly Hand Painted "Tournament Knights" Figures by Bob Hornung -Signed, Mounted & Action Poses - 3 Mounted Knights
(Trumpeter Duke of Athens, Jean de Harve with Banner of Holland and Palatin du Rin Pfaltzgraff ) all signed and dated 2000 NDS 2
foot knights in battle action (#3 Tournament Knights Richard Bingham and #26 Jean King of France) dated 1992 (Boxes for both
knights on foot) - in house shipping available

571

8" Magnificent Art Glass Vase of Mixed Color Wavy Design and White Blass with Cobalt Trim Pitcher - 8" Vase with opaline core and
wavy exterior design consisting of thin ribbons of mustard yellows accented with aquas, mauve, mint and lemon (unable to
authenticate, but tag with piece stated it to be an early American Northwood art glass vase with polished pontil), and 9" classical
wide spout opaline glass pitcher with applied cobalt rim and handle, unmarked - in house shipping available

572

Dark Horse Popeye Classic Comic and Spider-Man Marvel Classic Character Series Statues MIB - The Classic Comic and Marvel
Character Series sculptures are made in a Syroco- style, deliberately different than what is common with a modern Marvel collectible
sculpture, with features like a rougher surface texture, visible seam lines, and other slightly "distressed" aspects, such as paint
application. Sculpted by Yoe! Studio to reflect the style of the early 1960s. 5" tall #41 Popeye (#358 of 600) made in 2003 (break to
neck, wire core still intact) and 5" tall #1 The Amazing Spiderman (297/2000) Made in 2011, Packaged in their own tin boxes, each
with a pin-back button and character booklet - in house shipping available

573

1965 Gilbert 12" James Bond 007 Action Figure #16101 with Original Box - Nice graphics on box, no breaks or rips, only minor warping
to edges. Figure complete, clothes needs cleaning, all limbs move, but no spring action to right arm, rattle inside - no scuba gear or
any accessories, has instructions for lever action cap firing gun action (gun and holster not present), wearing tweed suit, white shirt
and black shoes, not sure if original, rust stains and some snap issues to clothing - in house shipping available

574

Asian Foo Dog Censer Pot wth ring Handles - 7 1/2" tall, reconstituted amber censer pot raised on 3 paw feet, foo dog finial with side
loop lid, figural head handles and carved in rings - in house shipping available

574A

5 Rolls BU UNC Kennedy Half Dollars - 1989-D, 1979-P, 1976-D, 1980-D, and 2001-P - 1989-D and 1979-P are hand selected choice BU
- in house shipping available

575

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed Figure Sets - 54mm scale hand painted knights of
great detail, mainly fashioned after the colors, crests, shields and characters involved in the Battle of Poitiers 1356, consisting of BF55 Rainar Von Ouhar on horseback, BF-57 Ludwig Von Concibras on horseback, BF-58 Sir Eustace D'Arichecourt on horseback, BF-61
Jean de Clermont, Marshal of France on horseback, BF-62 Sir Walter Woodland on horseback, and as is BF-69 Duc D'Athenes
Constable of France (missing base, back hooves) - in house shipping available
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576

10 Harlequin Colored Cut to Clear Crystal Wine Glass Stems - 8" tall - 2 of each color except red & cranberry have 1 each (all in great
condition) {in house shipping available}

577

James Pinto (1907 - 1987) California / Mexico, Yugoslavia Abstract On Masonite - 20 1/4" X 20 1/4" framed. James (Haim) Pinto was
born in Bijelina, Yugoslavia in 1907 and grew up in Tuzla where he was encouragd by his professors to pursue art. He became friends
with and studied alongside painter Ismet Mujezinovic. After studying art in ZagrebIn he left to join his sister in Hollywood, California
in 1939, where he began work at Disney Studios. He studied briefly at Chouinard in Los Angeles before heading to Mexico with his
wife Ruska to study mural painting in Mexico with Siqueiros and Charlot. In the late 1940’s Pinto was studying at Escuela de Bellas
Artes in San Miguel when a dispute erupted between Siqueiros and the school’s owner. Pinto and a number of other students were
deported from San Miguel to the U.S. but were able to return thanks to a student of artist Reva Brooks, General Ignacio Beteta. After
their return Pinto, together with Nell and Enrique Fernandez and Stirling Dickson founded the art school Insitituto Allende where he
continued to teach, as well as paint and do murals. Other than works in private collections, the majority of his paintings are owned by
the University of Guanajuato.He died in San Miguel in 1987 {in house shipping available}

578

4 Varied Archery Bows - 2 - 47" Bear Lil Brave 2s, Falcon by Wing, & York bows {in house shipping available}

579

3 Lenox Sea Animals and Christmas Rose Figure and Neptune Cup and Saucer - Bisque porcelain groupings Voyage of the Sea Turtles,
Adventures of the Fur Seals and Otter Escapade Sea Animal Collection, The Christmas Rose maiden figure, all with original storage
boxes and gold decorated King's Poseidon cup and saucers with mythic warriors on seahorses with tridents (no box) - some staining
to outer boxes - in house shipping available

580

Britain's Toy Soldiers - 3 8701 Middlesex and 2 8403 Royal Marines Colour Party Boxed Sets and More - 3 #8701 Middlesex Colour
Party, Escort and Sentry Box Set in their display box with original shipping box that all 3 fit in, and 2 British Royal Marines sets in
display boxes with a shipping box, plus 20 pc plastic Royal Highlanders band, mounted guard and rifles - in house shipping available

581

Tray Lot Of 11 Natural Stone and Man-made Beaded Necklaces - {in house shipping available}

582

Thor and The Sub-Mariner Dark Horse Deluxe Edition Classic Marvel Character Series 2 Statues MIB - Dark Horse Deluxe Edition Thor
The Almighty #836 of 850 and Prince Namor, the Sub-Mariner #176 of 750 - The Marvel Classics Character sculptures are made in a
Syroco- style, deliberately different than what is common with a modern Marvel collectible sculpture, with features like a rougher
surface texture, visible seam lines, and other slightly "distressed" aspects, such as paint application. Sculpted by Yoe! Studio to reflect
the style of the early 1960s. Made in 2012, 6" tall, Packaged in their own retro tin boxes, with pin-back buttons and character
booklets - in house shipping available

583

Collection of 7 Vintage Cap & Dart Guns - incl. 1922 Kilgore Long Boy, Hubley Derringer, Esquire Mity Midget, Hubley Dick, 2
Knickerbocker dart guns (no darts), & a Yacht watergun (all in decent vintage condition) {in house shipping available}

584

3 of the Dark Horse Deluxe Edition Marvel Fantastic Four Classic Comic Character Series Statues MIB - Appearing in 1961, the
Fantastic Four was the first superhero team created by writer-editor Stan Lee and artist and co-plotter Jack Kirby. It ushered in the
"Marvel Age" of comics and was an immediate success. The Marvel Classics Character sculptures are made in a Syroco- style,
deliberately different than what is common with a modern Marvel collectible sculpture, with features like a rougher surface texture,
visible seam lines, and other slightly "distressed" aspects, such as paint application. Sculpted by Yoe! Studio to reflect the style of the
early 1960s. Made in 2011 5 1/2" tall, Packaged in their own retro style tin boxes, with pin-back buttons and character booklets - #1
Mr Fantastic 181 of 650, #2 The Invisible Girl 282 of 650 and #3 The Human Torch 314 of 650 - great collection! - in house shipping
available

585

78 pcs Cobalt Moderntone Depression Glass Dinnerware - Oval platter, cream and sugar, 4 dinner, 11 luncheon, 13 salad and 10
bread plates, 17 sherbets, 17 cups and 13 saucers - local pick up only

586

7 Vintage Horror and Science Fiction Model Kits, 1 Kit Box and Vintage Frankenstein Puzzle Box - Max Factory Custom Craft Guyver
The Bio Booster BFC 13 Combat Crew with Mizuki.S and BFC-19 Aptom Version 4 Box (no model, extra instrctions from related pieces
and 3 model pieces), Hasegawa 65313 1:16 Scale Batman and Robin "Mr Freeze" Figure Model Kit (all three English Japanese
packaging), all Japanese description KC Toys Gundan model kits 948 and 313C unopened and Bandai mobile suit: XCCG-00WO
Gundam 0 partially built up, Moebius Dr Jekyl as Mr. Hyde rerelease of 1964 Aurora model and Polar Lights The Robot From Lost in
Space (box graphics issues to side) and Casse-Tete Monsters 125 Pc 17" x 11" jigsaw puzzle of Frankenstein #1703 (incomplete) - in
house shipping available

587

Collection of Vintage Books, Stamps, & Postcards - incl. horse racing & Hialeah theme souvenir postcards & programs, 1942 & 1944
The Arabian Nights hardcover books illustrated by Maxfield Parrish, Shirley Temple books & playing cards, 1927 The Story of Rin-TinTin hard cover book, 1929 A Child's Garden of Verses, The Royal Wedding Official Souvenir booklet, Lady Diana stamps, many loose
stamps, US The Victory stamp album with very few stamps, & more (please see photos for condition) {in house shipping available}

588

100++ Antique Post Cards Including Patriotic, Florida, Foreign and more - Album of 35 vintage Florida cards, antique patriotic (15
washington, 3 lincoln, 3 4th of July), 11 French hand colored and celluloid, 15 early 1900s floral and holdiay, 30+ souvenir places, 5
humor and more

589

Ventura Acoustic Guitar - Model V-10 (good condition with very minor scratches on the top left) {in house shipping available}

590

Lot of Knives Mostly New in Orig. Packaging - incl. Remington, Camillus, Smith & Wesson, Winchester, Tactical, & more {in house
shipping available}

591

Collection of Advertising Tins & Bottles - incl. Bayer's aspirin, Anacin, Tylenol, Comfort Powder, Dr. Drakes Cough, Vicks, Olive Tablets,
Heather rouge, Sweet Georgia Brown hair dressing powder, Russet leather polish, Brownfields Little Pills, & much more {in house
shipping available}
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592

Case Lot of Bookends and stands, Wood Crafts, Brass Ware and Ephemera - 2 pairs mini book form bookends, leather ended
bookends, 3 duck head bookends and brass letter holder on desk top bookstand with 3 index drawers below, gold tone wall shelf,
mosaic glass tile work deer in the wilds art panel, large celluloid button portrait of elder woman in char, wood craft bellows,
Pennsylvania Dutch style painted cutting board, wood giraffe serving spoon and fork and paper clamp, Waterford crystal votive in
box, convex arched glass frame early baby photo, framed ornate color document, country style child cut out decorations, 3 brass
herons, 2 swivel decorator mini swivel frame mirrors with rhinestone bases, and more - Local Pick Up Only

593

Mulholland and Bailie Plush English Rocking Horse - 3 foot x 4 foot to end of rockers, Soft plush white and tan body with soft mane
and tail, glass eyes - no saddle or reigns has tag and marked on base "Mulholland and Bailie Quality Toy akers Made in U.K.

594

Large Tray lot of early edition Star Wars Accessory Toys, Vehicles and Parts - Many 1978-83s pieces, some 1990s+ - great parts
collections, many near complete, see photos for details - in house shipping available

595

12" Thomas Clark Limited Edition Signed Winston Churchill Large 12" figurine Edition No 56, 1991 - this statue created by Thomas
Clark of pecan shell resin from clay sculpture captures Winston Churchill's presence and intensity. Includes COA from cairn studios,
ink signature of Thomas Clark below embossed signature -Tom Clark is internationally known for his gnome characters, each filled
with their own special personality - original purchase prices was $595.00! - in house shipping available

596

Signed 1980 Bill Herb Raku Pottery Bowl - bonsai tree design 7" tall x 13.25" diameter (great condition) {in house shipping available}

597

3 Thomas Clark Pecan Shell Resin Character Figurines - Marion, Mr Jim and Native American 1899 - each 11" - 12" - Marion in overalls,
varied names etched into the logs on reverse, edition number 94, 1985, Mr Jim grocer at register 1992 edition number 72 of 350 and
Native American 1899 wrapped in blanket with buffalo skull at base, edition Number 57 1985 - all retired, with Cairn Studio COAs Tom Clark is internationally known for his gnome characters, each filled with their own special personality, in house shipping available

598

25 Pcs Duncan & Sons Mardis Gras EAPG - Compotes, Relish Trays, Pitchers and More - Water pitcher and handled decanter, 2 -10", 2
8" and 1 -6" trumpet vases, 9 compotes including 8" and 5 -5" deep , 7". 6" and 3" shallow wide rim fruit and center bowl, 5 large and
3 -8" oval relishes/ pickle bowls, see photos for details - local pick up only

599

Mitterteich Bavarian Porcelain Coffee Set and Tureen - encrusted cobalt band with pink swags, coffee pot and twelve cups and
sacers, cream and covered sugar and covered tureen - Local Pick up Only

600

The American Artist's Edition Complete 26 Volume set of The Complete Works of Mark Twain 1920/30s - great full color front piece
illustration in each book, consists of a 24 volume set plus 2 volume autobiography -Originally released as a subscription series over a
number of years, Copyright dates of this set range from 1922-1924 - paper is overall good condition with some toning, staining to
edges of books, cover spots - in house shipping available

601

Green Depression and Elegant Glass Vases, Epergne Set and Bell - 10" Fenton Emerald crest French Opalescent Diamond Lace 3 flute
epergne (1 epergne has minor chip to base with missing piece stuck in base, small abraision to socket of base), 15" depression era
uranium glass vase with emboses urn and rose panels (rim rouhghage), 8" Depression galss vase with v cut design and enlarged base
accent and green cut to clear crystal bell - local pick up only

602

50 pcs Cobalt Aurora and Newport/ Hairpin Depression Glass - 23 pcs Hazel Atlas Newport "Hairpin" Depression Glass (cream and
sugar, 1 dinner and 7 salad plates, two-handled soup bowl, 8 footed sherbets and 2 cups and saucers, 27 pcs Aurora with 11 cups and
saucers, 3 salad plates, water tumbler and mixing bowl - local pick up only

603

Green Depression Glass Serving Pieces - rectangular covered refrigerator dish, one round and another rectangular with out lids,
Colonial/ Knife and Fork pitcher and handled biscuit jar (some rim and lid edge roughage, see photos), sunflower 3 footed cake plate
and ribbed spouted bowl (rim chip) - local pick up only

604

89 pcs Winterling Mid-Century Porcelain Autumn Maple Leaf Design Dinnerware Service for 12 - 12 each coup and berry bowls, cups
and saucers, dinner and bread plates, 11 salad plates, round covered vegetable bowl, fruit bowl, platter, gravy boat, cream and sugar
- Great shape and design in early autumn colors complete except for 1 salad plate - Local Pick up Only

605

Vintage and Antique Silverplate and Sterling Serving Items - Sterling silver bonbon compote with weighted foot, silverplate dome
covered Victorian butter dish, 12" oval tray engraved "Bread", 11" rectangular scalloped rim basket tray raised on 4 feet, 13" ovate
bowl with stylized dolphin feet, 10" canslestick, 7" tall ornate holder for gkass bride's bowl, 9" water pitcher and 7" open weave
basket (see photos for makers, Local Pick Up Only)

606

Coca-Cola Advertising, Mid Century Pottery and Retro Vintage Items - Coca-Cola checkerboard lap quilt, santa and vintage lady
design trays, Koolaid plastic pitcher ad 4 mugs, lighthouse trinket box, Romany Spartan United States Tile Company/ The Spartan
Ceramic Company pottery plate with3 mid-century whale design, Hall McCormick Tea Baltimore teapot, Enesco vintage Prayer Lady
spoon holders, salt and pepper, - in house shipping available

607

Vintage Lionel O Guage Train & Tracks - incl. 1110 locomotive, 1005 Sunoco tanker, 1002 coal car, 1007 caboose, & more (all as is) {in
house shipping available}

608

Artist Signed and Autographed, First Run, Vintage and Other Comic Books and Compilations - Hand signed in silver Hawkman 9
"Beginning this issue Godspawn" by William Messner-Loebs and Steve Lieber with Hawkman moniker image 1994,
Lightning Bloodfire 6 autographed by Terrel Lawrence 1994, Valiant No 1 The Second Life of Doctor Mirage and The Amazing SpiderMan 150th issue, 1993 8 Part DC "Funeral For a Friend" re-releases (Adventures of Superman #498, 499, Action Comics #685,
Supergirl in Action Comics 686, Man of Steel #20, 21, Superman #76, 77), other Superman 1993 re release #1/19 The Man of
Steel, #2/75 The Death of Superman, 11/ 500 The Adventures of , #48/ 684 Superman in Action Comics , Kull the Conqueror #1, The
Avengers 273, Lava Knight #1, Iceman #4, Dynabrite Star Trek 11358, plus Hawkeye 1 Limited Series, The New Mutants 12 and 29,
Dazzler 27, Star Peter Porker The Spectacular Spider-Ham, Punisher 2 in a 5 part series, 104 & 108 Master of Kung Fu, Alpha Flight
3, Arak Son of Thunder 2, Marvel Spotlight on Captain Universe 11 and Marvel 25th Anniversary Power Pack 21 plus well loved The
Essential Calvin and Hobbs and Son of Origins of Marvel Comics and Escaper from the City graphic novel collections, - in house
shipping available

609

Artist's edition IDW Steranko Nick Fury Agent of Shield - 22" x 15" Hardback, opened - in house shipping available
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610

Marvel Super Hero, Dinosaur, Gigantics, Military and other Model Kits, Many in As Is Boxes - DML tank 1/35 Modern AFV Series T-80
/ERA complete unopened in good box, Gigantics Tarantula, Praying Mantis and Scorpion model kits with city destruction scenic backs
(complete unconstructed kits, boxes as is), Revell Snaptite Jurassic Park The Lost World Velociraptors (unopened box, factory plastic
has paint spray on it) and Horizon Original Dinosaur Series Elasmosaurus (complete in opened box), Marvel Glue Together Level 2 The
Incredible Hulk, Spiderman, The Mighty Thor, Captain American and Level 3 Ghost Rider model kits (original boxes, all with chew
holes to boxes) and Ed "Big Daddy" Roth Surf Fink! model kit with partial box and partially built out 1/24 scale Monogram Mack
Bulldog Stake Truck - in house shipping available

611

Collection of Estate Porcelain, Glass, Etc. - The Crosa Collection composite figural lamp with glass shade with beaded fringe (signs of
age with rust and loss of finish on base), Waterford 2003 Tampa Bay Buccaneers football paperweight, 2 Wedgwood pitchers, & more
{Local pick up only}

612

25" Long Conestoga Company Big Bang Model 15FC Major Field Cannon Model Toy - Vintage design for a 1776 Continental Army
look. 15FC Major Field Cannon features automatic charger mechanism for easy firing. Introduced in 1935. charger receptacle holds
enough Bangsite® ammo for about 50 shots. 25"L x 7"W x 7"H, approx 4 lb - in house shipping available

613

Tray Lot of 69 Fully Jointed GI Joe 3 3/4" Vinyl Action Figures and Parts - wide range of styles and forms - majority are official GI Joe
characters, others may be related, box full of body parts, and a few pcs armour and weapons - in house shipping available

614

Lot Of Brass Nautical Items - Ships Capt. Portrait oil on canvas by David Pelbam (Born 1932) iRhode Island. David is known for Marine
painting. He was a local artist in Rhode Island. He did his works between 1950 and 1960 only. He is most famous for painting
portraits of dockworkers, ship captains, and rabbis. and copper and brass deep dive helmet clock, wall anchor and bells, book end,
nude breasted caved smoking pipe, compass and more desk items. {in house shipping available}

615

Oak 2 Door China Cabinet - 62 3/4" tall, 36 1/8" wide, 15 1/2" deep. 2 glass doors and side lights, 3 wood shelves and push door
lock, {local pick up only}

616

Seated Genie Table Lamp - with unusual slant design light - 29.5" tall (as is, needs to be rewired and shade has some spotting) {local
pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

617

Bowen Designs Marvel 1/8th Scale Mini Busts MIB - Dr Strange #3173/5,000 and Mysterio #2202/4000 - boxes in great condition,
only minimal creasing where boxes open, 5 1/2" tall Dr Strange Sculpted by Thomas Kunz, Sculpture Design b Randy Bowen and
Prototype built and painted by Randy Lambert and 5" (crack in tip of cape collar), Mysterio Sculpted by Randy Bowen, prototype built
and painted by Randy Lambert see photos for details - in house shipping available

618

Chinese Design Resin Dragon and Other Figures - Red finish resin figurines of dragon , the three monkeys buddha, good luck turtle,
Zen display rocks in bag, 2 tiny horses and blue glass favor vase - in house shipping available

619

5 Artist Designed Horse Figurines from "The Trail of Painted Horses" Series 2005 and 2006 - The Trail of Painted Horses began as a
public art project that invited the best artists in the country to creatively transform large horse sculptures into original artworks,
These are representations of some of the highlights of the project - 2005 Series 1584 Cowpony by Lori Musil (resin), 1588 Wilderness
Round Up by Mitzie Bower (porcelain), 2006 series 12232 Super Charger by Rod Barker (resin), 12220 Woodland Hunter by Kevin
Kilhoffer (resin with add ons), and 12226 Horsepower to Burn by Rich Mattison (porcelain) - all come with story tags about the artists
vision and process esceprt for Super Charger, a product of Westland Giftware - in house shipping available

620

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed Figure Sets - 54mm scale hand painted knights of
great detail, mainly fashioned after the colors, crests, shields and characters involved in the Battle of Poitiers 1356, consisting of BF14 Raoul, Duke de Lorraine on horseback,,BF-16 Charles de Volois, Conte d'Alencon on horseback,,BF-6 John Devere,,BF-7 Sir
Geoffrey de Chargny (with Banner), BF-8 Jean, Duke de Berry, and BF-19 English Men-at-arms (2 piece set) - in house shipping
available

621

1994 Hallmark The Beatles 5 pc Ornament Set in Box with Stage Stand Display - Commemorating the 30th Anniversary of the Beatles
Debut in America 1964-1994 - All ornaments present (all 4 Beatles and the Drum Set), one small drum and microphone accessory
missing, with orignial box and outer storage box sleeve - in house shipping available

622

Antique German Stuffed Steel Frame Rocking/ Wheel Pull Horse Toy - 29" tall, original saddle with as is felt under saddle blanket,
leather harness mounted on wheel base. comes with 44" rocker base, easily converts. Steel frame construction dark brown body with
soft white mail and tail, carved wood nose and mouth and glass eyes - good condition, Shetland pony style, well loved - nice leather
work but somewhat brittle - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

623

2 Large Flats of Vintage Plasticville and Related HO Scale Railroad Building Accessories - Skyscraper, brewery, station, appartment
complex, barns, farmhouse, silo, chicken house and accessories animals and miniatures, Wallschlager Motors, theater, diner, church,
water tower, watch towers, train station and platforms, and more - all buildings kits are built up, some with minor issues, in house
shipping available

624

Basil Wolverton's Weird Worlds Artist's Edition King Size IDW Hard Back - 22" x 15" format, opened - in house shipping available

625

16 Lenox Carousel Animal Christmas Ornaments with Packing Containers and Storage Box - The Christmas Carousel Collection - Zebra,
Black Horse, Palomino, Swan, Elephant, White Horse, Polar Bear, Lion, Hare, Tiger, Unicorn, Reindeer, Cat Goat and Pinto - each with
an individual Styrofoam interior shipping/gift box and outer box plus 3 tier Christmas storage box that can hold 24 ornaments - in
house shipping available

626

John Romita's The Amazing Spider-Man Artifact and Artist's Editions Marvel IDW Hardback Editions - 15" x 22" Artifact Edition
opened and 17" x 12" Artist's Edition Vol 2 unopened in factory seal plastic - in house shipping available

627

Dave Steven's The Rocketeer Artist's Edition King Size Hardback - 17" x 12" format, unopened in original factory seal- in house
shipping available

628

43" Heron on Pier Post Nautical Home Decor Statue - 27" Heron stands atop 17" pier post stand, hand painted ceramic mold - LOCAL
PICK UP ONLY
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629

4 Comic Heroine Action Figures and Pop Art Statues in Original Boxes - DC Classics Bombshells Exclusive Noir Edition Wonder Woman
Cryptozoic 2016 vinyl figure, 1997 ToyBiz Black Cat action figure, Yamato Catwoman "Bat Man based on designs by Kia
Asamiya" Wave 1 statue and Living Dead Dolls Hit-Girl in Kick-**s box ( some box conditions, figures are all good) - in house shipping
available

630

Macrame Table & Matching Hanging Light with Shelf for Plant - hanging bird decoration with glass shelf on bottom hanging lamp - 41"
long x 17.5" diameter & table with glass top - 21" tall x 19.5" wide - made from acrylic yarn {local pick up only}

631

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed Figure Sets - 54mm scale hand painted knights of
great detail, mainly fashioned after the colors, crests, shields and characters involved in the Battle of Poitiers 1356, consisting of BF44 Louis de Male, Count of Flanders on horseback,BF-46 King of Boemla, "John the Blind" on horseback, BF-54 Gilbert de St. Aubin,
BF-59 Prince Philippe "La Hard", and BF-45 Man-at-arms of the Black Prince (2 piece set) - in house shipping available

632

4 Boxed Sets of Forward March Military Miniatures in Metal Medieval Knight Toy Soldiers - 54mm hand painted miniatures with
precise detail and paint -Forward March was founded by Richard Walker but which had a very short existence between 2002 and
2005. This is the 2nd of 3 series all devoted to Agincourt, with booklet of the battle of Saint Crespin October 1415 and the characters
involved - remarkable from all points of view; sculptures by Alan Ball, realistic matte paintings and correct heraldry. all mint with
original boxes except for 4 pc set of defensive stakes - consists of AM20006 Set of 2 English archers and two stakes. - AM20008 Set
Comte de Vendome on horseback and a stake, AM20007 Set Comte de Marle on horseback and a stake, AM20009 Set Edmund de
Thorpe versus Duke of Orleans - complee second series except for four piles decoration set) - in house shipping available

633

Steiff Vintage Mohair 11" Steiff Poodle and 25" Plush Basset Hound Animals - Loveable plush Steiff basset hound 5463/50 with
original red and yellow tag and button, vintage 11" tall black poodle with jointed legs (construction, eyes and mouth identical to
"Snobby", but without poofy hairdo) - no tag, original collar

634

5 Rolls BU UNC Kennedy Half Dollars - 1983-D, 1978-D, 1977-D, 1980-D and 2003-D - 5 Plastic coin tubes of 20 eaceh, several harder
to find dates - in house shipping available

635

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed Figure Sets - 54mm scale hand painted knights of
great detail, mainly fashioned after the colors, crests, shields and characters involved in the Battle of Poitiers 1356, consisting of BF37 King Philip of France on horseback, BF-38 Guilleaume, Count do Namur on horseback, BF-43 Sir John Orreby, BF-48 Sir Robert
Darcy Lefitz, BF-49 Robert, Lord Bourchier, and BF-40 Sir Robert Darcy y Feribi (1 piece grouping) - in house shipping available

636

Planet of The Apes Zaius and Cornelius MIB and DC Gorilla Grodd Action Figures - Neca Reel Toys 2014 Planet of the Apes action
figures are mint in box with accessories, and DC Direct Gorilla Grodd - The Flash Rogues Gallery figure is with good box, missing
calipers and human skull accessories - in house shipping available

637

Vintage Butterfly Taxidermy Terrarium Under Plexiglass - sealed under plexiglass - 11.75" tall x 14.5" wide x 10.75" deep (some minor
signs of age) {local pick up only}

638

Kim Benson "Portrait Of A Capitain" - oil on stretched canvas 24" X 20", framed 31 X 27" { local pickup or in house shipping available
with box charge}

639

Vintage 6 Point Buck Taxidermy Deer Head Mount - Mount is approx 16" tall, 22" wide and deep, 1978 deer tag on back- male, 6
point rack from Huntington PA - Local pick up only

640

Tray Lot of Black Cat Redware Figurines, Salt & Peppers, Teapot, Ash tray Cruets and More - in house shipping available

641

Approx. 75 Albums - Including Kenny Franklin, Tim Weisberg, Rodney Franklin, Neil sadaka, Joe sample, the Jeff lorber fusion, Brad
Carlton, David Muse, Rita MacNeil, Rodney Franklin, Minnie Ripperton, Melissa Manchester, Bob Allen, Les McCann, Michael
McDonald, George Thorogood, Marvin Gaye, Quincy Jones, Laura Nyro, Joan Armatrading, Blood Sweat & Tears, Bob James, & many
more (used condition with some signs of age on covers, most albums in good condition) {media mail shipping available}

642

1986 Trace Guthrie "Flying Dolphin" Cast Sculpture - 23" wide, 13" tall, 8 1/2" deep. {in house shipping available}

643

2 Royal Haeger Pottery Pieces - 20" Tall Lovers back to back back in light blue, 13 1/2" tall matt finish garden ware two tone vase tan
and brown. {in house shipping available}

644

Huge Vintage Fishing Lot incl. Reels, Lures, Etc. - incl. Garcia, Penn, & Shakespeare reels, fly, Jitterbug, Hula Popper, bobbers, hooks,
tools, & more (all vintage) {in house shipping available}

645

Lot Of 40 plus View-Master TV Reels & Vintage Bakelite SAWYER'S VIEW-MASTER Viewer - Including Dick Tracy, Thriller, E,T., Grizzly
Adams, Nanny And The Professor, Kung Fu. Wolf man, Flying Nun, John Travolta, Dark Shadows, Mork And Mindy, Happy Days,
Bonanza, 3 Mary Poppins, 2 Lost In Space, 2 Star Trek, 2 Hawaii Five O, Welcome Back Kotter, The New Zoo Revue, Land Of The lost,
Moonraker, The Mod Squad, Land Of The Giants, The Waltons, Eight Is Enough, Laverne & Shirley, The Beverly Hillbillies, Laugh In,
Daktari, Daniel Boone, Here's Lucy, Capt. Kangaroo, The Monkees, Search, Mannix, Man From Uncle, The Wiz, Mission Impossible,
and blue and white sleeve reels Hopalong Cassidy and Topper, Gene Autry and His Wonder Horse, Cisco Kid And Pancho, 3 reel Snow
White And The 7 Dwarfs, Little Black Sambo, The Christmas Story 1,2 & 3, {in house shipping available}

646

Vintage Mid Century Modern Taylor Weather Station Barometer, Thermometer, Humidity Metal & Acrylic - it has a dial barometer,
and measures humidity and temperature. It has a gold metal case with clear acrylic on its front and back. This measures 12" long x
4.5 wide x 6" tall. This item is in excellent condition. All of the lettering is clear and easy to read. It was manufactured in Rochester,
NY. Makes a great display item.

647

Three Salvador Dali Coffee Table Art Books - Salvador Dali Exploring the Irrational by Edmund Swinglehurst 1996 Todtri Productions/
published by Smithmark Publishers NY Salvador Dali by Jessica Hodge 1994 Barnes and Noble produced by Saturn Books Ltdand Dali
Ediciones Poligrafa 2003 all with original dust jackets - in house shipping available
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